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Sabotage at facility reported

Union, General Tire negotiators
to meet after plant shutdown
By RUTH ANN COMBS
Staff Miter
At 2. 15 pm. Monday. the
General Tire Plant in Mayfield
was notified by the company's
Alston, Ohio plant that thersorould
be _a...Alut-down 'of ,thIP
• plant.
The following statement was
Issued from the Akron plant:
''The collective bargaining
agreement between General Tire
and Rubber Company and United
Rubber Workers Local 665 expired
by its own terms Oct. 17, 1982.
Nevertheless our employees have
been working without a new contract since that time.
"General Tire desires to reach a
new agreement which would be
fair and just to the company, our
Mayfield employees and our
customers.
-Although we have bargained
for many months in good faith as
of today's date (Jan. 17,1983) we
have been unable to reach an
agreement.
-Over the weekend there were
" numerous serious and massive
acts of sabotage directed at
General Tire property. Numerous
pieces of equipment and
' machinery - were damaged
through direct and willful arts by

our employees
-*As the company has stated in
the past, such acts cannot and will
not be tolerated. Because of the
size of our *plant and the large
number .dflemployees and pieces
of macninery and equipment it is
virtually impossible for us - to
police the activities of each and
every employee
-We- had hoped- that the union
and employees would take it upon
themselves to handle and utilize
our equipment and machinery
consistently with our expects"This weekend's incidents
clearly demonstrate that we were
in error.
"Because of the numerous acts
of sabotage, our inability to police
the activities of each and every
employee tiod the continuing
uneertainties Which have resulted
from the unsettled bargaining
situation, we are stopping all
operations at the Mayfield_plant
as of 3 p.m. today. Jan. 17. 1983.
"Operations will remain this
way until, in our view the situation has resolved itself to permit
renewed production."
This statement was issued to
plant employees and media
representatives at approximately.

2 30 p ra Monday.
It is reported that salary. personnel are 'still reporting to their
duties as usual and union
employees are reporting to 'union
headquarters to "sign in" at tht•tr-k appointed work drne so that if*
incident Is rule*. -lock-out", the
union employed. might be compensated for lost work.
George Miller, president of
United Rubber Workers Union
Local 665 stated Monday afternoon that he dran't know if it could
be classified as niock-out but that
union attorneys -and• councilmen
were checking out the
possibilities.
He also said if the company
locks out union employees who are
willing to work, thole employees
can sign in at union headquarters
and there is the posiibility Of them
being paid.
The acts of sabotage referred to
in the statement are being investigated by Grave County
Sheriff Burl Youngblood. Though
the investigation continues,
NOT HERE, TRY OVER THERE
Larry Moore. adult education coordinator, gives some direction to
Youngblood says the damage done
Data& Lawrence, a junior from Kirk.sey. during Murray State University's registration. Registration began
over the weekend willamount to
Monday with classes beginning Wednesday
several thousand dollars.
Staff photo by Jennie Gordon
Union and company 'negotiators
are to meet today to discuss the
situation

This court action stems from a
suit filed by Polo against Corn
Austin Co. claiming that the local
retailer "allegedly infringed on
the popular Polo trademark."
The trademark is described as
"a fanciful representation of a
polo player on a horse."

Attorneys representing both
companies were present for Monday's- hearing and Corn Austin's
attorney Rick Lanikin said Tuesday morning that -Corn Austin
denies all liabilities and states
that the shirts were purchased
from a reputable distributor.

Kentucky lawmakers waiting
Second clothing conference set to judge Social Security plan

The first pre-trial conference
between Murray's cprn Austin Co.
and Polo was held Monday in U.S.
District Court in Paducah.
District Judge Ed_ Johnstone
ordered that there be another conference and set the date for Feb.
18 at 11 a.m.
"No further steps can be taken
without court approval until after
this second conference," said
Johnston.

Polo has owned trade names including Polo and Polo by Ralph
Lauren

WASHINGTON Al',
K en tucky's congressional delegates
say they need more time before
they take...a stand on a proposal to
Improve the nation!. financially
ailing Social Security system.
The plan was recommended
Saturday by the National Commission on Social Security,
He added that no further comReform, a bipartisan panel apment would be proper until after
pointed by, President Reagan to
the next conference
study the issue
One recommt.ndation would accelerate an increase in the tax
rate paid by individuals and
employers, moving it.1 mm 6 7. percent to 7 percent on the first
135,700 in wages, effective -next
Jan
Another part of the plan would
° make half of some benefits subject. to Werel income taxes
-Single recipients thalting -120,000
or' more in outside income and
married recipients making $25.000.
or more would be affected by this
change.
'I want to study it very carefully," said Sen. Walter "Dee" Huddleston, I)-Ky on Monday "My
biggest reservation Is the immediate increase in taxes" •
Huddleston said that despite his
doubts, he believes something
should be done to aid the Social
Security system, and that no.plan
will be accep(ible to everyone Sen. Wendell Ford. 1)-Ky also
voiced concern about the increase
rate, and about the taxation of

Beamer declines professional offer;
feels place still with MSU program
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
Professional football almost
lured Frank Reamer from his
position as head coach of the Murray State Racers - almost.
Reamer was contacted by the
Arizona Wranglers of the new
United States Football League
and was offered the position as
defensive coordinator after he
visited the team's facilities last
week.
Fortunately for Murray State,
the second-year Racer head coach
declined the offer Monday.
"It was a very tough decision
from a financial standpoint and a
career standpoint too," Reamer
said in a telephone interview this
morning. "I'm very pleased they
considered me for the job and I
was impressed with the responsibility of the position they were
offering. Right now, though, my
heart is in this program at Murray
State and I think I made the right
decision."
Beamer refused to discuss the
financial package offered by
Arizona, but he did say it was a
"very, very good cites" and the
team "appears to be very wellbacked"financially.
Wrangler head coach Doug
Shively, who once coached
Heamer at Virginia Tech. mode
the offer to the MSU coach and
hied to persuade him to join the
new team's staff The Wranglers'
main office is in Phoenix, but their
home games will be played at
Arizona State in Tempe
Reamer was adamant about not
leaving the Murray program.
"I'm happy here I'm happy
with the people surrounding me in
this program and I'm happy with
the players we have coming into
our program Right now at this
particular point in my life I feel
my place is at Murray State.
"This kind of offer, to coach in
the pros, is something not
everyone gets. But I've always
felt if you do a good job where you
are the opportunities will present
themselves. Otherwise if you get
all anxious about missing opportunities and neglect your pre-

"We're just going to have to look
over' the entire package very

clear tonight
Tonight clear with lows 10 to
15 Calm winds. Wednesday
mostly sunny with highs in the
low to mid 30s Light winds
LAKE LeVEIS
Lake Barkley
. 154.6
Kentucky Lake
354.5

today's index

Fronk Boomer
sent job. you'll 1(xse Out all making next year the kind of sucaround "
cessful year Murro State people
One factor turning Reamer have come to ripe( t
away from the pro position was
Since taking over the MSU
the newness of the league. The reigns from Mike Gottfried, who
USFI. will begin its first season in left for Cincinnati tao. years ago
March with the • championship and is now coaching in Kansas,
game scheduled ter July 4.
.Banner has accurnulatak: a I 3-1
"Of course - everything tri this record with the Racers.- Reamer
business is a risk." Reamer laugh- was defensive coordinator and
ed. "and I've always said assistant head roach under Gottcoaching is a year4o-year thing. fried during his three years at
Right now I'm looking forward to MSU.
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closely and see if any imed at .ts a whole- but added that
provements are possible." Ford- he was(WI reaul). til take a posttioc,
con the issue
said -If not, we might just have ta
bite the bullet on this in order to
ltep Romano Mariolo, I .1.i .1
restore stability to Social Securi- 'District, had lost t.-.tiorned !nom a.
ty "
congressional trip to Italy late
Rep Carroll Hubbard. II 1st 'Sunda% and hat
Noirl
Deitroct, said he will visit his
an
district this week to ask the voters
Rips Gene SII% der. It till
for their reactions to the plan
• District. and'Larl- y Ill pkins It cut hi
s -The sy stern is heading tio,,4,1cd
District are out of the mown. 40ii
bankruptcy., but,1 want input from
gl.verramilit trips
my constituents before I take a
liens iNolliain Natu hci
stand." he said
I)istn ii I, and cal l pet koo,. ,th
Rep Harold Rogers L ath
I were visiting Owl!
i.
TIM t .
listi Wt,
District, said he a as happy
. and
see that the problem is being look
Nat'l their

Reagan gives praise
for Social Security deal
WASHINGD )7\ ‘P
Kress to add a pr.. 151.11 giaduall%
dent Reagari. seeking to smooth hiking the i etireinent age ft otti
the way for congressiiimit passage--'
ofa $169 billion Sus ial Security
I htle issued his statement aftei
bailout plan. is offering nothing . the president made
if I
but praise !twilie. deal that he anti gratulatiiry
\foi l
congress 1011a I leaders have ilay to key legislators v.,•hii hail a
struck
hand- 171 fashioning the pai t that
"President Reagan told no'
was approved Satin-it:Is night hy
.day,that he will actively support the. National
an
and work for the passage (of this Social Security Reform
bipartisan agreement." Semite
In addition to I /Irk „Reagan t
Finance Committer I'hairman eel House Spea_ker 1.111.iikAs
Bob bole. R-Kan • said Monday
1..rNeill Jr ,
, Senate MaDok also predicted (mai congres- jority I A•advr Howard II Baker
sional approval of the package in Jr , R-Terin . arid lionise Was s and
early May.
'Meares Committee Chairman I Lill
Itt another development. it was Rostenkowski.
learned the package may be
White !louse spokesman Larry
amended as it moves through Con Continued On Page 21

Resident's old papers
detail many stories
14
iil•RKEF.N
Murray Today Editor
Clinton Pennington of Rt 3 is
one of those persons who buys articles such as old boxes or trunks
•:.a flea markets
lie then will refinish these and
sell them at a profit: thereby having a hobby and also being financially better off by his ability
Pennington and his wife. Hilda,
attend many of the flea markets in
the area looking for special
bargains Their lovely rock home
on Highway 94 East shows some of
their own love and imagination for
flowers and items of interest.
Recently in one of the old boxes
Pennington purchased at a flea
market was a copy of the
newspaper. Chicago Examiner,
Chicago.ILL. dated April 21,1907.
*The lead stbry for that Sunday
edition was about the new Island
Waterway System to make the
Lake Shore area greatly multiple
in +wealth.
•
This was the-beginning of a
series of articles on the Deep

Waterway • written especially for
the Examiner by Prof I Annan F:
Cooley , chit-f' engineer of the
Chicago Drainage Channel and
the greatest authority on waterways in America. if riot in the .
wOrld *
'Another story with I iallas.
Texas. dateline concerned • •il pit-he'd battle between the National
Farmers Union and the Cottonseed Oil Trust that was impending "
'In an ad for Hartman's with
stores -in -Chicago. Peoria, Ill .
Milwaukee. Wis . and 'Minneapohs.
iinii.. a solid oak kitchen ca
t sells for $10 85 with
terms $1. cash and 75 rents mow
. and Chase leather couch
pay.
$12.75 with terms $7. 25 ciedi and 81
monthry
•A., story with a Landon,*
Eniland. dateline said The battleahip of the future a ill have -no
funnels and will be propelled by
gas engines This *as the pro-phecy of James McKechale.
(Continued On Page 2)
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Religious cult asked to broadcast murder
•

By WOODY BAIRD
Aaseciated Preis Writer
The
MEMPHIS. Tenn. 1AP I
leader of seven religious zealots
who died in a police shootout after
killing a hostage officer had
wanted to kill the policeman and
broadcast the death on live radio,
authonties said today
Police Director John Holt told
reporters that Lindberg Sanders,
head of the religious sect, made
only one demand during die 30hour siege last week - - that he
wanted to speak with a disc jockey
for a local radio station
"The intent was to execute officer Hester and preferably_
publicly," Holt said
The hostage. patrolman Robert
S. Hester, was found beaten to
death after police stormed the
house where the cult members
had held him.
Holt said an officer crept up to a
window of the house shortly after

Llie siege began aisd heard
Sanders: 40-, say he -wanted the
people of Memphis to hear when
he put the ... officer's lights out."
Officials said all seven
members of the police-hating cull
were killed by gunshot wounds to
the'head when police stormed the
house
Dr. Jerry T. Francisco, the
Shelby County medical examiner,
released autopsy information on
the seven men Monday. He said
all seven died in the police assault.
but neither Sanders nor any of his
six followers had powder burns on
their skin Experts said a gunshot
leaves powder burns if the gun is
fired within a foot of a body
Meanwhile, a man who escaped
from the house, Tyrone Henley,
27. was being held on $250,000 bond
on charges of assault to murder
for allegedly striking Patrolman
R 0 Schwal. partner of Hester. in
afight before the siege began

Head Start elects officers
_ Officers of the newly-formed
Murray-Calloway County and
Marshall County Friends of Head
Start Were eterted during an
organizational meeting Monday
night. •
a .
The board includes Or. Bill
Paseo. president; Mark Blankenship. vice president, Ruth
Daughaday. secretary-treasurer;
Dr. Mike Conrad, Calvert City
and Patsy liogard. All are voting
members of the board.
Ex-officio and non-voting board
members include Judy Whitten.
director of the...Head Start pro;

gram: Rick Iimkin And Matt
Sanders.
Head Start is a preschool of 120
f-htkiren from low-to-middle income families from the Murray.
Calloway County and Marshall
County school districts. The program's grantee is the Murray
school system.
In
of Head Start is a nonprofit organization and will serve
as..charitable group:
The next meeting, to discuss
goals and by-laws of the organization, will be held at 6:30 p.m.
Thursday. Jan. 27. at the home.nf
Bill Pasco 306 N. 14th-St.

Francisco's office announced
last week that Hester, 34, had been
beaten to death 12 to 24 hours
before police rushed Sanders'
house
tienles: was arrested Sunday
and a preliminary hearing was set
for Jan 31 It was not known
%hether he was a member of
Sanders' small. nameless sect,
which taught that police • are
agents of the devil.
A "dice affidavit filed in
General Sessions Court on Monday said Henley "jumped on
iSchwill i and struck I him) in the
face" when Schwill and Hester
answered a call at the house Jan
-After being struck by Henley,
other male blacks took Schwill's

pistol away from him and Schwill
was shot in the face and hand,"
the affidavit said. It did not identify the other attackers
Gunshots were exchanged and.
according to the autopsy, Sanders
and at least one of Pus followers
suffered-non-fatal gunshot
wounds. Schwill and Patrolman
Tom Turner. who was among
backup officers arriving, escaped
Hester was taken hostage and the
siege began
The standoff ended 30 hours
later when police stormed the
house Police said Sanders, a
former mental patient, and his
followers fired first and officers
returned fire, killing all seven
suspects

Jaycee week is observed
The Murray-Calloway County
Jaycees. who are observing National Jaycee Week this week,
have been on the move this past
year.
They have participated in
several important community service projects. Some of these projects are the surplus, cheese
distribution, sponsoring of the
county fair, sponsoring a Kentucky league baseball team, and
punt. pass and kick for local
youngsters. Some other projects
include family entertainment
such as the Halloween "haunted
to.rrest" and the Harlem
(11obetrotters .
The Jaycees also provide their
members with individual development programming such as
speakup. personal dynamics,.

Butch Burnett to announce
candidacy for commissioner

conununication dynamics, time
dynamics, personal financial
planning just to name a few. It is
the Jaycees'goal to give members
leadership training through comWard "Butch" Burnett, state . ing embargoes on them Neither
munity service.
'representative from Fulton, will •do they want the taxpayers paying
The Murray Jaycees have been announce on
Thursday his can- them to set aside land."
very successful in achieving some
didacy for Kentucky COIT111113A former president of the Kenof their goals and have several Molter of Agriculture.
Pork Producers' Associa'tacky
awards to show for work. Some of
Burnett has been a full-time
tion, West Kentucky Pork Prothese awards are the man mile farmer for 22 years and a
award, grip of membership. best legislator for eight years. Sw- ducers' Association. and Kentucky Farm Business Association,
retention population division four. inging through Murray Monday
Burnett says he's dealt with
third place population four and a after meeting with farmers in
foreign farm customers. If the
overall ranking of fifth of all Lynn Grove, he said he would use
Jaycee chapters in the state of his post not only to shape Ken- government kept a hands-off
posture in international trade, the
Kentucky.
tucky farm policy, but to "take a
could gain friends abroad as
U.S.
The local officers of the Murray message to Washington" about
a reliable food supplier and comJaycees are Gary Harper, Fires', the "crisis of agriculture."
modity prices would rise, he says.
dent: Ken Asher. administrative
Most holders of the office have
president;
Don
Rogers,
invice
Burnett said he would work to
'Used it merely as a political
dividual development vice presi- stepping-stone, Burnett said. He
protect the family farm, and feels
dent; Danny Rogers, community would utilize it to correct whathe
the FmHA should back off on farm
development vice president; Brad sees' as government over- foreclosures.
Belcher.. treasurer; Mike Irvin, involvement in farming, an in"In the next year, if prices don't
secretary; Phil McDonald, direc- volvement he feels has led to the
get better we will see - more
tor: Joey Butterworth, director; present crisis.
bankruptcies for farmers than at
Tim Alton, director; and Don
any time since the depfession."
"Farmers want an °pep, free
,Norsworthy. director.
A primary will be held in May
market," Burnett said. "They
don't want the government throw- for the four-year office.

U.S. factory output
worst ever recorded

MIDNIGHT SKATE-A-THON — Murray High Band Officers (from left) Mary James, Allison Marshall and
Sherry Meadows prepare for this Friday night's Midnight Skate-A-Then at Roller Skating of Murray from 11
p.m. to 3 a.m. Band members will be accepting pledges for their own skating efforts to raise funds to help
send the band to participate in the Orange Blossom Festival, Orlando, Fla., this spring. The public is invited
to ccsne and join the midnight session. Open skating will be $5 for four hours and will include skate rental.
Tickets may be purchased from any band member. Paul Blackburn, band director,said "we have a lot of acUnties planned and it is going to be a lot of fun." He also wanted to assure parents of school aged children that
the late-night event will be adult chaperoned_

MONEY
MARKET
CHECKING ACCOUNT
•

8.314% Thru Jan. 24th, 1983
1. Earn High Money Market Rates.
2. Low $2,500 Minimum Balance.
3. Federally Insured Deposit Up To $100,000.
4. Convenient Check Writing Feature.

CAMPAIGNING — Ward "Butch" Beenett. gate representative
from Fulton, was in Calloway County Monday campaigning for the
office of commlasioner of agriculture. Barnett had a few words with
Debby Garland.

By The Associated Press
Output at U S. factories barely
topped two-thirds of capacity last
year, the worst on record, but the
possibility of ewe eats
the
glObat oil markets Might" help
recovery with cheaper energy.
The Federal Reserve Board
reported Monday that American
factories operated at just 67.3 percent of capacity in December. a
record low for a month. The
average rate for 1982 was 69.8 percent. down from 78.5 percent the
year before and well below the
previous record low of 72.9 percent in the recession year of 1975.
The December level, down just
0.1 percentage point from
November, was the lowest recorded by government figures that go
back to HMI. It marked the 15th
declinein17,months, •
On the other hand, government
and private economists say rising
auto Output probably means
overall U.S. industrial production
is increasing in January.

Reading program
scheduled at MSU
The spring reading program at
Murray State University will be
- held for students in grades 1-12
from 3.30 p.m. to 4:20 Mondays
and Wednesdays from Jan. 31
through April 27.
An individualized program of
reading instruction designed for
remediation jr enrichment of
reading we& or interests, instructional areas include word
recognition; readiness, comprehension, reading in subject
matter areas, study skills, rate of
reading and fluency.
Instruction is supervised by Dr.
Yancey Watkins and Dr. James B.
Carlin, MSU Division of Reading.
Fee is $40, however, no child will
be denied services for lack of
ability to pay.
Those wishing to enroll should
call 762-2446.

Rogers is favorite male vocalist
The bearded singer, whose
country hits have also enjoyed
tremendous success on pop
charts, lent a homey note to the
ceremonies by bringing his wife.
Marianne, and their 13-month-old
son, Christopher Cody, with him
as he accepted the merit award.
He also was the subject of a
singing and spoken tribute by
several artists, including Richie
and show co-hosts Melissa Manchester and Mac Davis.
Not including the special merit
award, which is given by a committee of music industry figures,
Rogers' 10-year total now stands
at 12 American Music Awards.
The winners are determined by
a poll of 30,000 record buyers
selected to reflect the age, sex,
ethnic background and
geographic locations of record
buyers nationwide. Nominees are
drawn (rain year-end charts of
music industry trade publications.
Richie increased his total to six
by taking favorite male soul
vocalist and favorite pop single
for "Truly." He said he was surmised to win the award over Survivor's "Eye of the Tiger" and
"Ebony and Ivory" — the Paul
(Continued From Page 1)
McCartney-Stevie Wonder duet.
"I like surprises," Richie addSnakes said Reagan told O'Neill,
Baker and Rostenkowski in a joint ed..
call: "Some may call this the lion
and the lamb lying down together.
To avoid controversy, let's all say
ul hens are standing together."
Speakes added that Reagan
thanked the lawmakers for their
cooperation and told them: "Our
Calloway County Sheriff David
joining together on this matter Salentine reports
that property
will provide a reel boost to the stolen
recently from the home of
American people in these tough Dalton
Darneil, Kirksey, has been
recovered.
The tone of the rhetoric was in
-Salentine lays that about $1,000
sharp contrast to the partisan
worth of stolen goods was
blasts over the past II months during which Democrats have accus- recovered after the department
received a "Up" concerning the
ed Reagan of trying to wrack
ProPertY•
•
Social Security and the president
No arrests have been made in
has responded that Democrats the
incident but warrants for arwere turning the issue into a rest
here been issued.
"political fooths11."
LOS ANGELES (AP) --- Kenny
Rogers, Willie Nelson and Lionel
Richie headed a list of familiar
(csyijikwere repeat winners on
the 10th annual presentation of the
American Music Awards"Voted by
30,000 record buyers nationwide.
Most of those honored had won
previously. The exceptions were
Daryl Hall & John Oates, named
favorite pop group; Alabama,
favorite country group; Marvin
Gaye, favorite soul single winner
for "Sexual Healing," and John
Cougar, who tied for favorite male
pop vocalist with rock star Rick
Springfield, last year's winner.
Rogers won as favorite male
country vocalist and for the
favorite country single "Love Will
Turn You Around" at Monday
night's nationally telecast
ceremonies. He also was
presented a special Award of
Merit for his contribution to the
entertainment of the American
public.

Social
Security...

Sheriff's department
recovers stolen goods
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member of the. Institution of iiiroughout the newspaper.
Naval Architects in a pew easd
•Speigel, May. Stern Co., had a
before that body."
page ad asking the public "to
'Hillman's at State and write today for our spring
Washington Streets, Chicago, catalog"
•
advertised satin lined Eton suits
*Fiction stories by Ella Wheeler
for $7.65 and Pony suits for $16. In
Aard goods gingham, were 54 Wilcox, John Ferguson and
cents yard, muslin 34.) cents yard, Dorothy Dix were featured.
*Studebaker electric truck was
chambray $ cents yard and
advertised
by Studebaker,
pongee and poplins 9 cents yard.
Wabash
Avenue.
*A headline on a story with a
*Ten pounds of H&E granulated
Washington, D.C., dateline reed
was selling for one cent per,
sugar
"Machinery Kills Poetry of
pound in ad for Joseph PhillipFarin
*The famous Meister piano was son's Department Store, Raided
and 12th Streets. Chicago.
advertised at Um each.
•Widipsper ins listed at U
*Ads asking foe investor,in copper mines were advertised cents per roll in the ad 1sr The

Fair ai State. Adams and Dearborn Streets,Chicago.
*In one story was the following .
"There are in New York at present time 75,600 more bachelors
than *Waters of 30 years and
over."
*Featured was a story on "How
To End Nightmares" which read
"Dr. Kearen. Munich specialist,
says persons who are subject to
disturbances of this sort should
allow three or four hours to elapse
between the last meal and going to
bed; should not let this last meal
be too hearty a one and should
make it • point to avoid all in-

aml aleelholic
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Miirray Ledger & Times
54

garrott's galley

Reagan's address
will attempt to
regain confidence

•

_1

'WASHINGTON (AP) — .At the heart of President
Reagan's State of the Union speech a week from
tonight will be an attempt to clear up misunderstandings about his economic program and, according
to one aide. "re-establish himself as a central
figure."
As Reagan enters his third year in the presidency, and Democrats line up to challenge him, the address becomes "a particularly important speech
for him." says David R. Gergen. Reagan's assistant for communications.
Attempting to regain lost ground. Reagan will
seek to •'re-establish himself as a central figure and
as one who helps to set the agenda for the coming
year," said Gergen.
Deputy chief of staff Michael K. Deaver said the
speech offers "a chance for him to once again talk
about what we have achieved so far and what he
hopes to achieve in the next two years."
Reagan's aides, troubled by criticism that the administration's budget and tax cuts have hurt the
poor and helped the rich, stress that the program is
"going to be fair in the way it treats people."
"You can't say too many times.what it is we're
trying to do," Deaver said. "The economy is a very
difficult subject and there are a lot of
misunderstandings. It's a difficult time fbr a lot of
people and he wants to express that."
Reagan's most senior advisers began work on the
speech late last year, and then met with him for
about 45 minutes on Dec. 23 to get his ideas on what
the speech should contain.
Last weekend, time was set aside for the president to sit down with drafts 'proposed by
speechwriter Aram Bakshian and others and start
shaping them into the speech he will deliver before
a joint session of Congress and nationwide television audience on Jan. 25.
On Sunday, Reagan invited some outsiders to the
White House family _quarters. for what Deaver
described as a meeting "where he picks peoples
brains."
On the guest list were Lee Iacocca, chairman of
the- Chrysler -Corp.; columnist . George Will;
longtime Republican presidential adviser Bryce
Harlow; Secretary of State George Shultz, and conservative economist Irving Kristol.
The president's aides, in seeking suggestions
from outsiders as well as others'in the White House
and then coordinating them into one text, are trying.
to avoid a problem that cropped up a year ago,
when different groups prepared competing versions
of the same speech.
"Hopefully, we've got everybody's input,"
Deaver said.If history is any guide, the speech will go through
seven or eight drafts'before it is committed to a
script in large, typewritten letters, from which the
president will read in the House of Representatives,
with the help of an electronic prompting device.

Kraft Company critized
for misuse of English
One of the more insidious retrogressions of the
year past — one that began long ago and probably
will continue long beyond 1982 — was the unconscious lone might even say mindless) assault on
the English language. Nor was this onslaught confined to those deprived of a basic education. No less
than Kraft Foods, sponsor of those soft-spoken TV
commercials, got the 1982 Dunce Cap of the Year
Award from the Society for the Advancement of
Good English.
Kraft's sins seem minor. "Morezheesier" was
the blurb, touting the company's macaroni-andcheese prepared dinner, that caused the society to
grate its collective teeth. Another was "You did
good!" The trouble is, such mild offenses, by the
very fact that they emanate from the magic tube.
convey a legitimacy that all and sundry — most
regrettably, children — absorb unthinkingly. After
all, what are television commercials for?
It's doubtful the society's admonition will do
much good, however well it may have been done. A
Kraft spokeswoman, in a non sequitur delivered in
fluent bureaucrats's, responded: "It is difficult to
produce advertising that would appeal to all
segments of a diversified audience." Presumably
Kraft's media research folks have identified the illiterate segment of the audience as the one with the
greatest buying power.
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Box of 60-plus-year-old papers pictures
life in Murray during World War I years

-%.41
Frank Roberts, who lives at llifb
Calloway. has shared ifith me a box
Of old, browning. crumbley papers
some of which date back as far as
1913.
Mr. Roberts retired some 12 years
ago from the 'Pennwalt Corporation
at Calvert City, and spends a lot of
his time now reading. specially
history of Kentucky and our area. Brousing through the old papers
has been real interesting
Published in several Murray
Ledgers dated,in 1917 and 1918 iire the names of Calloway County men
who had been drafted and were leaving for military service.- The were
being inducted at Camp 7.achary
Taylor at Louisville., where, as the
editor wriale. -they go to take-up the •
duty of bearing arms in defense. of
their country."
Included in this one particular vettnon 1 read, dated Sept. 3), 1917, were
the names of 35 of- these . men.
Perhaps some of you senior citizens
might recognize some IA them. Here
they are as listed:
William L. Morton. Sonny 1,
Hudspeth, W 1. Owen. William II
Armstrong, Claude Anderson, I. V
Clark, Edgar Overby, Ray Moody.
Albert Camp, Hal M Hurt. 'Clyde
Sledd, Bert Watson and Clarence P.
McClure.
Also, Pone Duncan, Click Warlord,
John Garland, Alonzo Outland,
Henry Cunningham, Avery.
.Hargrove, Inc Eldridge, Curtis
Crouch, Jeff Philips. Henry Hargis.
Henry I.. Starks and Sam(;Ivens.
Also, Carl Griffin. J E Moore,
Clarence Walker, D Lee Gladys Jones, W F Erwin, Aubrey
James, Rex Darnell. Cameron Pool
and George Hart
The editor called them "thirty-five
of Calloway's first offering upon the.

altar of

the-nation antler the
sans of the Selo-Vv.-4.n c
A
banner headline across the top of the
paper proclaimed • Calloa.4%
Her Soldiers Farewell Satur,lav • '
• • •
And they were set to 'do that in
grand style with a royal sendoff at
the tram_ station early tin .1 Saturdas

morning, The train left at 71).; a tii -.
and the editor urged every man.

every on.. fo..itt,
new milliner%

t::4 ..I.4

ot her

Broach'. .1, lee Mid %. I ellt .I! lets
Store.- and the to'
I
‘It•Lktlthai-Cil- it, by \old :11
!tr:-1 %eas
brought in II% I 1i1% I .1Lil% CIL •1111t
Ruelolph White ot
It- eu:lied
1.2tXI pound. and se,/.
I otti
l'sher %tit, lis ell nest door to i,, k
fol.k, ni %S e a lit oadsa.1% tol
for

s ears

t itt

1,4.!

loll

Alla tilt' (trail ,71-7,71.,‘,•1j
1%11111%1,in I ',mini tans, Nni,e4
Ifarris 'Anti I Igo ti
tt,,
t•,I
1%-isi of the rally...is beta cep
who are going away to offer their.
I h-ster. it etc reported Illes
lives in- defense of tour home and
been killed aboift
.1 0, cc
fireside!" a Page I story on the
fitChir, before %slum a f:i.t
muster proclaimed
'tram strut k then al .1t .1 •
'!Teleptmnes-eiseir neighbors
- ne:fr r)bion Fenn INA hal left itieirt,
your friends, fill old Murray full of
se is
Otsion f or a 0/1.1.4k s not it till
folks Friday • afternoon Caine oil
retatise.
woman and child in the ct tunty 'to be
there----- "Grab a flag, forget even thing for
one half day and help honor the boy.

sta-y all night if you can and will and
join in this patriotic demonstration
-Such a farewell and God-speeti
can only , be but slight recognition .4f
the service these then will render'
What more can a mortal do than 4 offeu
up his life rir his country ' A patriot
deserves tribute and Calloway ad!
honor the boys who leave Saturday '
The paper went onto report that the
local Reel Cross 'chapter would
prepare a lunch for the boys to take
with them on the train, and in
separate story, also on OW front
page, it told them "how to prepare to
enter the cantonments"
telling

them what to take with thi•rfi in the
way of toilet articles. s -tiangt' of.
clottung._ postcards and , stamped
envelopes as well as instructions ail
how to return their civilian clothes
once they had been inducted
• • •
In the -same issue, Miss - Una
Broach had a , big ad inviting

kilo%

•

•

•

sev'eral aound, nt, ill,

flitrgis .surren.lerea his I tub an.1
m,.c..11
F.% et t

!tuber!. ..‘fter inakine."the Arrest
flargis was struck on the head hs
[tube-rt.', with it res olser and sitst.tin
I'd an ugly scalp %tumid 11.41,tis Arid
Welts %Sri. nurit in pol'icc Liirt And
Itoberts. who was arrested ti''0 .1
warrant.charging
And
.
a trial before Squirt.
quitted "
Ttie.s told it like it 14 as.'Mill the','
• • •
In still another dated Aug,
it was reported that

ted to its. a ali her
the hospital
\Tr
Roberts .ind his huother

•
-renteint)et this incident
it'll !titan t: it %.e.is then grandlathet
%%ha. putting a MAI t'•• in a %%:(gim
1.11t% tee NleirraN, tor the oriel..
ti,ok
I oo
• • •
t'll though .iutciiui*titls'' cc. I
1..trli,\
ifIC%
share of "traffit•" at cident-•
inns. 11 110:1. -edition of -the 'dot i
.
1 17t1:11'. repOrteltihe tt,ici

11'.111-1

Trigg
Si,.'

.1-.

ht.,.e

hecame frwliteried fts an antoni:thile

In another set cat her pallet dated June 12.
it was. rept.tted . that
-"Chief of Polit.e Barer', and lesse
Wells elliKap..1 in a 1utii alt the
the first of tile IsCek resulting in
Ke • receis
.1
,,i1 tilt'
f Orl'hl'ad and Ilarv.is
,'it nig

gun to engage in the fight and
rested by Ihtplity Sheriff

14 her lived near Nhilon hat! had :t
Minot welitung .111 po.u.l.
that'.
milt 18 pounds
removed .41 the
•Iiirras hospital She ,:ot
the report said
.%tit.lit. .1
..it birth Ili a Si,11 Ito cc,,-, ;WI ma-

1'11:
lad%

and ron assas ith her buee4 on the
streets of I .afas ell,' lier st,11
tll
tte• titie,V,‘ %Rh her as thes drove tip :1
'street. tuini met the automobile, taint

-

ing the tit trse to holt
lie:di/nig the animal

!HA ',nil
Iii.'
tithlp
from the bui'a5 it hen slit- %%.1,
ii
from it
She strut k
-.11011141cr. tto, ..,n,AiNsion ropily- no: di
t110.1.1
She 11%1'41
fey.
11%-iwk., before a 140,,i,1.111
rjach her the st..rt lead th...
son. a ?II sear obi. was cut mid him,
serious 111)111y
hot
• • •
olitilapers had lots-.of tiiiri's I''
read in. them.. ..Laie..eveli .11-ed
wparatt: 1,0,".11
s.t1 its
first pagc and 11 it .1'. tillyr.•Aliw 1,1
.11 Itoh
brousc through them. re .'ii
Mitt',
Slit ti dis I
I 111.111.11.1it• '111
Itoberts thouohtfulnes. in sharint!
the_to it ith me

thoughts in season
By Ken Wolf
To love others is to invite. loneliness
and possible estrangement This is
why Many of US are afraid to risk loving We love others half-heartedly or
not at all.
One way out of the dilenuna. according to Joseph Simons and Jeanne
Reidy, The Risk of Loving I 1972
to remember that loving is a favor
that we do ourselves
It is in this contact with another
person that we really experience ourselves...We are at
rest because we have found
ourselves in another.
If this is true, the risk of not loving
is greater than the risk of loving, for
not loving brings self-estrangement
• and that's the worst.k md
Plans currently are underway for a
second printing of Ken Wolf's
"Thoughts in Season," a paperback
collection of the author's columns
which have appeased in the Murray
Ledger & times. There will have to
be 350 requests for the book to warrant a second printing. Those wanting to order a book, at slightly
higher cost than those in the first
printing, should contact one of the
following people: Marti Erwin, Irma
Ls Follette, Susan Hart, Alida
Graves, Euple Ward, Clara Humphrey, Alice Milton, Gerry Reed,
David Roos, Max Hurt, Betty Lowry
or Ken Wolf.

mum it mkt% look 50 WIti those ODOM and ClOOM
MOdia 1•111:Q5 didn't in5ist
tworting it all the time:
looking bock

Ten years ago
A feature story about Marvin
Wtutnell, retired postmaster, who
will be 90 on Feb. 4, is publishedioToday is Tuesday, Jan. 18, the lath
day The story was written by Dr
1..J Hortin.
day of 1983. There are 347 days left in
Deaths reported include Nelson
the year.
Today's highlight in history
Dwayne Dodson, 38, and Mrs. Tressa
Parks,87
On Jan. 18, 1988, the United States
Gedric Paschall is pictured as he is
and the Soviet Union agreed on a
presented a plaque for outstanding
draft treaty to control nuclear
services as past chairman of the
weapons.
Murray-Calloway County Fair
On this ciste:
Board The presentation was made
In 1534, Spanish concitterer Franby Van Waugh, current chairman of
cisco Pizarro founded Lima, Peru.
the board.
In 1778, English explorer James
-Births reported include a girl to
Cook discovered the Hawaiian
Debbie and Jerry Hopper,Jan. 15
islands.
Shirley Billington, Sharon.Johnson
In 1788, the first English settlers
and Linda Bray had high individual
arrived in Australia to establish a
series with handicap in Diller or
penal colony.
Dollar Bowling League at Corvette
In 1919, the World War I peace conference opened in Versailles, France. " Lanes.
Twenty years ago
Ten years ago. A farm hiring boss,
The Murray-Calloway County InJuan Corona, was found guilty in his
&Arial Foundation had reached
first trial of murdering 25 migrant
stock subscriptions of 854,000 by
workers whose bodies had been found
yesterday, according to W.C. Elkins,
buried near Yuba City, Calif
fund chairman.
five years ago: Middle East peace
Deaths reported include the Rev.
talks in Jerusalem broke off abruptly
Gaylen Hargrove. 58. Aubrey S. Henas Earliest President Anwar Sadat
don,73, and Seldon Brandon,54.
ordered his foreign minister home
Elected as officers of the Murray
and atid the talks would resume only
Planning Commission were Dr.
If bred changed its position
Thames B. Hogancamp, Owen BillOne year ago: A U.S. military atington and I.H. Key. Other members
tache was shot dead outside ha-s Paris
are Merles M. Baker, Dr. Harry U.
home.

today in history

Vihayne. Holmes Ellis .ind lit Castle
Parker
Michael Junes, son of Mi. 41141 NIrs.
James Douglas Jones. revently
Meted his third year as cellist with
the Kentucky All-State Orchestra He
is a sophomore at Murray College
High School.
Mary Alice Rimier of flome

Economies Department, Murray
State College. discussed "Family
Aving" at the meeting of the Sigma

Department of the Murray Woman's
Club
Thirty years ago
Honoring Murray Mayor George
Hart who observed his 20th anniversary in banking this week and
Tremon Beale. bank president for the
past 15 years, the Board of Directors
or the Hank of Murray entertained
with a dinner at Kenlake Hotel E .1
Beale, retired bwiineasrnan and
member of the board, was in charge
of arrangements M 0. Weather was
toastmaster and Max Hurt was

speaker
Births reported include
boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Duncan and a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Irvan Thempson,
both on Jan. 10, and twin bciys to Mr
and Mrs. Jafnes Bramley, Jan. 14.
Mrs. Leon Chambers gave a
review of the book. These Rights We
Hold, at meeting of the WSCS of the
Lynn Grove Methodist Church. Mrs.
'Luther Parks was program chair-

man
Murray State.
Thoroughbreds beat Moiehcad 81 to
56 in a basketball game
1..11
Beshear of Murray got SI points awl
Elza %Marti of Morehead got II
points for high scorers
(lover Cothran. worthy matt..n.
and William Suns. worth) patron,
presided at the meeting of %hulas
Star Chapter No. CM Order of the
Eastern Star

letter to the editor
Beta Sigma Phi
• expresses thanks
Turtle Editor,
The sisters of Beta - Sigma Phi
would like to express-their appreciation for the help and support we
received during the First Annual
Christmas Village
We would like to thank all the merchants who helped and piertic looted
We -would especially IOU. to thank
the public, for without them all would
have been an inIpalisibihly
We silicerely hope that all have a
god new year and wi hope to we
everyone at the Second Annual
Christmas Village later in the year.
Sincerely,
Sisters of Beta Sigma Phi
Xi Alpha Phi

••

murray today
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dotebook
UDC chapter to meet
Deportment will
The J.N Williams Chapter of the United
Daughters of the Confederacy will have is annual
Lee. Jackson and Maury luncheon at noon on
Wednesday. Jan. 19, at Holiday Inn
Mrs Glen C Hodges will be the speaker. 'Mrs
William S Major. president. urges all members to
attend

Meeting canceled
Murray-Calloway County Association for Retarded Citizens has anceled its meeting for Thursday.
Jan 20. at 7 p m in Room 323 of Spernal Education
Building, Murray State University. All. members
are asked to note the cancellation, a spokesman
said

Club will meet Thursday
The Home Oepartment of Murray Woman's Club
will meet Thursday. Jan 20. at p.m at the club
house Each person is to bring a surprise wrapped
kage for ex. hange
Hostesses will be Marelle F'arless. Marie Hicks.
F:lvie Billington and Madge Woodard

?Army Ledger & Times

Community.calendar

-

meet

Tuesday,Jan. 13
Tuesday,Jan. 11
Murray Branch of
Memorial Baptist
AAUW will meet at 715 Church will have a
p m in Community Room church-wide skating parof North Branch of ty at Roller Skating of
Peoples Bank.
Murray at6 p.m.

Thursday.-Ian 20
Hazel Comm unit!.
Center

Thursday.Jan. 38
Murray
-Calloway
The Murray Business and ,rofessional Women's
County Association for
Club will meet Thursday. Jan.'201- at 6.30 p.m. at
Retarded Cit.6-ea will
Golden Corral Steakhouse. Patti Miller Hosford.
Women of St. John's rneet at 74,c4.7 in Room
speech-language pathologist for Murray Citf
Episcopal Church will 323, St. ial Education
Schools, will be the speaker.
meet at 7 p.m. at church. Building, Murray State
Mrs. Hosford is the Young Career Woman of 1933
Martin's Chapel United
University.
Wednesday,
Jan.
19
for the Murray club and will compete in April at the
Methodist Church
Events at First, Business and Prolesregional conference of I31tPV/ Clubs to represent
Women are scheduled to PresbyterianChurch will atonal Women's Club will , Mothers Morning Out
the regional at the state meeting. All Members are
meet at 7 p.m.
be choir practice at 6 meet at 1:30.-p.m. at will meet at 8:30 a.m at
urged to attend
pm and Youth Group at Golden Corral Good Shepherd United
Retirees of Local 1068 6.30p m
Methodist Church.
Steakhouse
UAW-CIO-AFL will have
a covered dish supper at
Home Department of
Mothers Day Out will
Grandparents Day for
5 30 p.m at First Chris- Grades 2. 4 and 6 will be Murray Woman's Club meet at 9 a.m'. at First
tian Church
at East, North and will meet at 2 p.m. at club Baptist Church.
The Home Economics designs, colors, fabrics,
----Southwest Elementary house.
and Child Studies Depart- and furnishings for
Bethel Baptist Bible Schools Reservations for
Senior citizens' acment at Murray State clients Prerequisites inStudy will be at 6 p.m. at lunch at fl 10 per person
Murray avitan Club tivities will be from 10
Universit) is offering clude HEC 352 and HEC
home of David Cunn- should be made no later will meet at 7 p.m at a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel
Home Interiors II at 221
ingham. Utterback Road than Tuesday at 3p m
Joe's Family Restaurant. and Douglas Centers and
Paths ah Community ColMs Mar) Conover.
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at
lege beginning Mondas
Murray Duplicate
Assistant Profevor in the
Twin Lakes Antique Ellis Center.
J.N Williams Chapter
Jan 24
department, will be the Bridge Club will r.eet at 7 of United Daughters- of Car Club will meet at 7
The course. HEC 522. instructor
p.m at Glereain Hall For
Men's Stag Night will
the Confederacy will p.m, at Gateway
ma) be taken for 3 hours
inform:awn call 489-2244
_Restaurant
be
at 6:30 p.m. at Murray
Ms
Conover
have
a
Lee.
Jackson
received
and
of graduate or
or 753-8345
Country Club with Jerry
her M S in Housing and
Maury luncheon at noon
undergraduate credit
Temple Hill Chapter Jones, Al Lindsey, John
at Holiday Inn
Emphasis of the Equipment from Purdue
Murray -Calloway
No. 511 Order of the McCage and Tom Emerlecture-lab lass kill be University and is eta rent- County Heart Association
the disserFirst United Methodist Eastern Star will meet at son in charge of aron furniture styles. )) ...irking
Unit will meet at 4 p.m in
7-30 p.m. at lodge hall
rangements.
deratinera, lighUzat Mflij tation !Lir her Ph D.- at Community Room of,i, Church Men will met at
ram;
State
-The
Universi*
:
6
30
p.m.
at
the
church
fabrics Lab projects inNorth Branch of Peoples
Preceptor Omicron
Christian Men's
clude planning interiors t)
Bank.
Chapter
of Beta Sigma Fellowship of First ChrisHazel
and
Douglas
In addition, to high
for perioril and ontemPhi will meet at 7:30 p.m. tian Church will meet at
school and u.niversit)
porary homes
i take off Centers will be open from
Murray io
in
Annex of Calloway 6:30 p.m. at church with
10
a
m
to
2
p.m for ac.-Students sill have- teaching experience Ms. pounds sensibly i Club
Johnny Williams as
Public Library.
practical experience iii Conover also works as a will meet at 7 p.m at tivities by senior citizens
chairman.
selection. arrangement free lam e interior Health Center.
Xi Alpha Chapter of
Story hours will be at
and presentation nf deaigner
----Carol Poe BYW of First
9.30 and 10 317-a.m and 3 Beta Sigma Phi will-meet
Singles Class will meet
p.m at Calloway Public at 7:30 p.m. it Ellis Corn- Baptist Church will meet
at 7 p.m at Seventh and
munity Center.
at 7 p.m. with- Rebecca
Library
Poplar Church of Christ
"Cunningham.
Dairy Wives
Members id the Ilaiel were the folloaing
Alcoholics Anonymous Hbmemakers- Club sipl
Woman's Club met at
Hilda Bennett. Janice
will meet at 8 pm at meet at noon at Sirloin
lieVanti's for a dinner Wilkin•oo.
western portion of Stockade
meeting
tin
Saturday ,
Elliott. Patty Knott. NanLivestock and Exposition
fate 18
Overby . Marilyn Lid Thursday,Jan. 20 - - Murray Star Chapter din Alderdice, associate
After 'the iIuuic
the
Janie Stor)• Pat Center
group %Atilt hi.the tioloe of
Front
Lauver. Martha Butter;
Porch Swing will No. 433 Order of the patron; Betty Dodd, conMurray Assembly No,
Pat
I ati
r f
r
meef
orth. Sandra Gallimore.
at
7 p.m. at First Eastern Star met Tues- ductress: Dorothy Dodd.
.19 Order of the Rainbow
day. Jan. 11, at 7:30 p.m. associate conductress-;
refreshments a nil es
Christian
Church
Carita Land,. Baud Has .
for Girls will meet at 7
at lodge hall.
Charlotte Wilson,
haiwe.,,!%1•4 re! pal ieift• Elaine Paschall Ann p.m at lodge hall
Pam Alexander, wol-- secretary; Norma FinAttending the dinner
Parents Anonymous
Wilson and Sharon Ray.
thy matron, and Rickey ney, treasurer; Frances
Music Department of will meet at 6- 30 p.m. For Alexander. worthy Churchill, chaplain;
information
call
759-1087
,Murray Woman's Club
patron, presided.
Elbert Alexander,
or 753-6089.
will meet at 7:30 p m. at
luta Hutson and Hardin chaplain;
clubhouse
luta Hutson, Adah;
Wadesboro Alderdice, grand committee 'members, and Eva Alexander, Ruth;
Homemakers
Club
will
Murray Optimist Club
meet at 10:30 a.m. at Mary Bellew, deputy Susie Allen, Esther;
is scheduled to inert at 6
grand matron of District Thelma Farley, Martha;
home
of Ruby Burchett.
p.m at Joe's Family
22, were presented and Opal F:merine, Elects:
-Restaurant.
'Hazel Woman's Club given a special welcome. Eunice Heitry, warder:
Plans for an inspection Cliff Finney sentinel;
will meet at 7 p.m. at
on Tuesday, Feb. n, were Louise Short,organist.
announced.
The next regular
Committees include meeting of the chapter
Frances Churchill, Doris will be on Tuesday, Feb.
Bradley and Twits Col- 8, at 7:30 pm. at theilodge
eman, decorations; Eva hall.
With Garlic Breed
Alexander and Thelma
•
Soled S9 lima
Farley, pin-on; Levicie
141,eoc,...410^1,
0,,e110.,t0.40.,41
Zambella, programs;
WINDOW ROCK, Ariz.
Dixie Alderdice and API- Peterson Zah,the
HANGING
Beatrice Henry, new tribal chairman of
99 Special for Kids
DEMONSTRATIONS central senator 783-3311 refreshments; Betty the Navajos, says the naDodd and Dorothy Dodd, tion's largest Indian tribe
airdneyday !!AM ' P
We'll Show You
addendum; luta Hutson, needs "a new partnership
• ••
gift; Pam Alexander, of understanding with the
How Easy
Paula Morton and Rickey federal government."
It Is
Alexander, banquet.
Zell, who was sworn in
Practice sessions were Tuesday, said the tribal
scheduled for Thursday, government will work
111=111,
Jan. 27, and Thursday, with Washington and all
eamaLicranaa
1W.u.s.e.tran
Feb. 3; both at 6:30 p.m.
levels of government to
ALLP %PRE
T
Frankie Devers and enhance economic
Mum:1y, Ky.
Central Shopping C
Elsie Williams were development in the 13.4
3594 Lone Oak Rd.
Mon -Tires. -Sat.
welcomed as 'new million acres it controls.
LONE OAK PLAZA
9:00-6:00
members of the chapter.
About 8,500 people,
PADUCAH, KY.
7...r• Plechisr4 Pryor
Wok -Thom. -Fri.
•
Other officers serving many wearing traditional
Cueraion
-11kal-41:00
1-6 MON•SAT
were asfollows:
Nairajo costumes, watch"THE TO gm,
Son. 1:005:00
5021541100
I.evicie Zambella, ed the two-hour
Sale Ends Saturday
alisalnal M.7011-11•14 associate Matron: Bar- ceremony.
lamas,Jorniory 22

Home interiors classes
planned by deportment

?Bobbles From 8066;93;14.
"WHO'S PAYING FOR ALL THIS??"
There ore no definite rules on who pays for
what Traditionally the wedding expenses hove
been borne primarily by the bride's family, with the
groom being !responsible forth, rims and honeymoon 'While tradition is still an honored port of our
heritage financial obligations must often give way •
to everyday realities and compromise.
In this article. Ill give you a list of the tradi- •
tional break down of expenses, however. the Ants
who pay for the wedding should be the ones most
willing ond financially able to pay
.
The arid.
1 Ring for Groom
2 Gift for Groom
3 Presents for ottendents
4 Personal Stationery
5 Accomiadotions for out of town ottendents
6 Physical exam and bicsad test
The Greve
,
1 Bride's rings
2 Gift for Bride
3 Marriage license
4 Gifts for onendents
S
Bride's bouquet /mothers cot
toga's rboutoneer's
6 Blood test
1 Accomodations for out of town ottendents
8 Fee for clerymon.
(-, Honeymoon
Pride's faisily
I Entire cost of reception
2 Gift to newlyweds
3 Brides attire/ trousseau
4 weddmg invitations
5 Fee for photographs
6 Ceremony/decorations
1 Bridesmaids bouquets
8 Bridemaids luncheon
9 Optional Rehearsal Dinner
Greeni's fetidly
1 Clothes for wedding
2 Trovel or hotel bills
a
3 Gift to couple
4 Optional Rehearsal Dinner
'" . If the parents of the groom are financially able
and willing they may offer at any time to pay port
tolfar all of the wedding expenses
121 Bv an„
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HOMES FOR AMERICANS Remodeling tops residential construction market
..01•••••-
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BEDROOM
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LIVING -DINING RM 1
20.
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for a couple or a
THIS MINI-DUPLEX
arrangeindoor-outdoor
'unusual
who
seek
a
person
single
apartment
is the,
low
square
660
each
feature
of
ment. The
screen
-root,
a
with
topped
is
which
landscaped patio
the
to
area
the.
living-dining
from
Sliding glass doors" lead
patio. For More information about plan II A119011 write
to architect,
enclosing a stamped, self-addressed envelope
Petersburg,
Fla, 33710.
North,
St.
Jan Reiner. 1000-52nd St.

By BARBARA MAYER
AP Newsfeatures
If you are thinking
about upgrading It
remodeling some portion
of our home, you are not
unique.
Remodeling became
the single largest residential construction market
In 1981 and the trend is expected to continue, according to a buil4ling
trade publication
Altogether. Americans
spent sonic- $41; billion in
1982 on home improvement and upkeep. according to V S Department of Commerceestimates
The -growth of the
remodeling field is hardly
surprising at a time when
tight m
and
escalating ne-w home
costs have encouraged
many to improve existing
homes. rather than moving on to nei4 or larger
quarters elm-% here
One result of the current tnteri•st in remodeling is that the variety and
quantity Ill information
on the subject has been
growing If they know
where to look_consumers
can find many free or
low-cost sources of
guidance • on slaNeetti
such as energy cOMCMation. adding rooms. new
materials, selecting .0
contractor, and doing-itthemselves for almost
any repair or remodeling
project imaginable
Recently'. the National
Association of the
RemOdeling Industry
s•formerly the N0t it mill
Borne Improvement
Council I pfeiCarrd -

guidelines for individuals
about to undertake a
home improvement proift't
The assoctation suggests -.consumers take
their time and do some investigating. visiting
home centers to see what
is on the market, before
committing to - a home
remodeling project
Information is usually
Amiable from the public
library as well as the
local Cooperative Extolson agrnt. listed in the
telt-plume book•s -Yellow
county
Pages under
Government
Resides providing
booklets and reference
lists on subjects pertaining to home and garden
maintenance and improvement. Main, extension service officers will
answer specific questions The agent Mal. he
able to help y 41.1i1 deelde
Whethwr a specaie-Project is within your competence as a do-ityourself project•
.
If the contemplated improvement is related to
saving energy . another
good source is the
residential department Nf
Thell Will
), They 4-411,1
provide. energy -audits
and information and
literature about saving
energy-around the home
Uric',' you have decided
to go ahead and hire a
ontractor.. observing
some precautions can
lessen the risk of ending
up with a botched job
According to Rand,olph
Seifert. an attorney who
specialties in _ 'housing
questions, the remodeling

area is fraught with consumer complaints, not
necessarily because of
contracjor dishonesty' but
mainly from the failure of
both sides to realize what
they are getting into
••There are too many'
handshakes in this
bilSineS.S.•• at
tt•
Seifert. when a cleat cootract spelling out what is
to be done by whom.
when and where and what
each party lS responsibilities will he is bask
to elifilinatIng disputes
Seifert say s. ....tura tor
selection sh,w Id start
with a call to the 104-ai
building 41I'llarttnent 4/1141
a request for rt. onitztendatums or people •doin,.
good work in the area
Building departments
are likely to be both
know leder.' hie a rid
helpfuh. he said. t will it,
Yk it,
N
I. 4'
i.i4Ve!6 I Me
4'4,1 olIc
eke and In 141t-0.1. 4 III.
where you may hayA •
dig a little harder.
the olio ials who arc
I amiliar with v., 11:
neightmalsood
ks al.
"r1.1.1. a I b

Marjorie and Bill Major
753-0880
Am, rv an and IntrrnatIonal Tra.cifirn,
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illustrated
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Loin

$159

Peas

33

frosty
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113112111111113
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tn
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•

he ;lea

A laic Steer

lair

Robes & Blouses Gowns & Robes
1/2 Price
1/2 Fria
Al , tales Illy

Ow fable Di

Sportswear

50 ;15%

Oa IAN lac
Dress Usu.

Shoes vr.c To 13 91
Slacks 1/3 on Shoes /
1 2 Price
pi s5oo

Al Noe s Dress
Slacks 1/3

Limas

Sausage
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Good Thru Jon. 19, 1982 i
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LAUNORID FOLDED
OR ON HANGARS

20% OFF

2 — Be sure the anti- in the manual.
By ANDY LANG
kickback device is on the
AP Newsfeatures
11
Always wait for
Power tools and wild saw. Keep both hands on the saw to cool before
animals require respect the saw when it is runn- refueling. Never refuel
no matter how familiar ing.
while the saw is hot. Keep
3 — Never let the chain a fire extinguisher handy.
you are with them. You
cannot ever become contact any obstacle
12
For 15 minutes
careless. Craftsmen and other than the work at after stopping work,
animal trainers alike are hand. Never let it contact check the area to be sure
aware of this, but every other limbs or touch the there are no smoldering
so often someone forgets. ground.
areas.
4 — Helpers and
A professional cabinetmaker told me years ago bystanders must be kept
when I first acquired a a safe distance from the
operator and the cutting
table saw:
"You must be alert at chain.
The techniques of usall times while using the
5 — Keep clear of the ing varnish, shell0c, lacsaw, but I don't have to moving chain. Do not quer, stain, bleach,tell you that at the start. touch it. Shut engine off remover, etc.. are detailOffer Starts Thursday
The speed at which the before taking any saw ed in Andy I.ang's
around
and
blade spins
repairs or adjustments.
booklet. "Wood Fimshing
Limited Time Only
the whirring noise will
- After completing a in the Home," which can
keep you sufficiently in- cut, don't move away un- be obtained by sending 50
timidated so that you will til chain stops. Shut off cents and a long,
Central Shopping Center
follow all the instructions the engine before carry- stamped, self-addressed
about safety. It is when ing the saw between cuts. envelope to Know-How,
Hwy.641 N., Murray
you become skillful at us- Put a scabbard over the P 0. Box 477, Hun- Across From The Stadium
753-9697
ing the saw that you must blade when transporting tington, NY 11743
be extra careful. By then, the saw.
you will have become so
7— Select a path of safe
used to the speed of the retreat before making a
blade and the noise that felling cut. Beware of
you will take calculated falling limbs when in the
liberties and shortcuts woods and during felling
even though you know of large trees.
you are violating safety
— If there is anything
rules."
wrong with the saw, get it
A gas-powered chain fixed before further use.
saw is • power tool of Keep the chain sharp and
great use as a rutting in- properly tensioned. A
strument — if it is dull, misfiled or loose
100% Piro Graead II•of
operated in a proper and chain will chatter and
$
safe manner. You can buck, and can cause i
Geerier Las. 14 Lb. lae
reduce the possibility of saw to kick back.
Injury and save time as
9 — Keep fuel in clearly
Whale Perk 'S$c.d tete Chive
well if you follow the tips Libeled saftey 'type cans.
paused along by George Fuel your saw over
12 lb. e.g. I.
Algirt,executive director ground that presents no
acres
Per*
Nell
Frosty
of the Homelite Division hazard of fire. Move at
of Textron Inc., a least 10 feet away from
20 lb. 1151 $1 5
ma:MI*0mm of chain the fueling spot before
starting up the saw.
Wes Isie
Read and re-read
10 — Keep the saw
99
the owner's manual for clean and free ' from
20 lb. eel$1 7
the recommended star- leaves, sawdust, pitch
Wedes Creek Whole Nes
ting procedure. Practice and oil. Keep the handles
starting. with the switch tree from oil and grease,
I $1 79
off to become lamiliar and do not operate with
with this operation. When fuel cap loose or mufflers
starting and operating or filters removed. Use
the sew, wear nowelip Only the correct fuel mixgloves for
grip tures made from the inand protictico.
gredients recommended
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another good • source for t'o . which receritl
information on contra.- published four booklets
tOrs Furthermore, once. as the first volurrie of the
a few candidates have "(11.s. Ilome I.ibrar
been itkoitified the bank
The titles are -Cook•
Owl k credit ing How to Make V1bur
can help
ratings and references
Kitchen Work For 1...0
Manufacturer-. of apThe KItchen. Practreal
plrances Mill home Ways to UpdAte and
remodchng, materials Reorgaime,I iglit
for Your
provide a new source for Snlifitt•
iniormatnin on remodel- Home'• and
11.-in Under
ing As a result of the V oleo
growth in interest In the Your New I tptian
sublet t among co nsumers, more 11_641144CX'
\lad requests
^ hirers hay e ;.tiotten into
the business. of provoltng -series $,4 all JO cent', tt
postage and handlint• t.,
general information
The latest to offer such GE Home I ibrar‘ P I
material to the general Box 451 NIonticello NI\
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Sleepers
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Improving Cougars visit Racers toni
BY JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
A much -improved
Southern Illinois-.
Edwardsville squad invades Murray State's
Rarer Arena tonight
7 30
in a non conference collegiate
basketball matchup

nament in Dayton, Ohio
S1U-E lost its top
plaier during the
Christmas break when 64
junior forward Lamont
Lampltuts left the team.
Jim Logan,a 8-5 senior,
is the squad's leading
scorer with a 10.6
• 40
average

The Cougars. T-12
overall. lost their first
five games before going
7-7 with close wins ov.er
Hardin-Simmons, 6341,
St.Louis University. 67,
64. and most recently an
overtime victory over
Northern Michigan,70-88,,
in the Wright State Tour-

SCOREBOARD
'
ps

Hendon's Service Station
Where Good Service is 0 47 Year
Family Tradition'

Let Us Service and Maintain Yr..ur Vehicles .CALL US TO BUFF MIRROR GLAZE 8. WAX YOUR
VEHICLES AT LOW REASONABLE RATES.
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NEW YtiliK f AP
Ales English, who
averaged more than 34
points a game last week
in leading_ the 1)enver
Nuggets .to three vie:
tones in four starts, was
named the National
Basketball Association's
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player of the week
English,'the second
leading scorer in the
league with an average
of 29.8 points a game,
its° averagetVleight
assists and eight rebounds a game during
the week.,
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By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
MAYFIELD
Faced
with the prospect of an 0-3
district record. the Murray High Lady Tigers
knew they had to do
something and do it well.
Coach Jim Harrell told
his girls beforehand how
important Monday's
game at Mayfield was.
His girls took his advice
and promptly squashed
the Lady Cardinals, 57-43.
The ,game was closer
than the score indicates,
especially in -the second
and third periods.
Mayfield .ulled Murray outoI its man-to-man
defense at the end of the
first period when the
Lady Tigers were getting
into foul trouble.
Donna Rous.se. Murray's No.2 leading scorer,
broke out of a scoring
slump, however, and
pumped in 11 of the first
18 MILS points, but the
Lady Cards were collapsing on the No 1 scorer in
the region
Monica
Greene. who finished the
night with only 13 points
With its defense clicking, Mayfield managed
some offensive firepower
before the half,.outscoring the visitors 13-6 and
taking the lead. 27-25,
with less than a minute to
play in the first half
Rousse caught `fare and
retaliated with five

unanswered points to
give Murray a 30-27 midWay advantage
For the night Rousse
finished with 20 points,
but her scoring wasn't the
entire team for-Murray.
Defense by reserve
guards Sheri. Swift and
Leslie Thompson helped
keep the tide in Murray's
favor in the third period
and forward Diana
Ridley snagged 10 rebounds and helped Abe
balanced scoring with
seven.
Point guard Connie
Spann ran Harrell's offense with confidence.
canning eight points in
the process.
Murray used a 10-0 blitz
to take a secure lead, 4533. with 4.36 left-in the
game and were never
threatened thereafter.
Harrell said his squad
is beginning to play with
more confidence and is
looking forward to the
rematch with Calloway
COUntY Saturday f at Murray State's Ricer
Arena).
-We're going to be
ready for them this

On Ali Lines Of
New 1982& 1983
Ford Cars & Trucks*

•
1=1;

time," said Harrell.
wbose girls were upset.
45-39. by CCHS before
Christmas break. "We
won'llet them slip up on
us like they did last
time." he added.
Mayfield dropped to
last place in the district
at 0-3, 2-8 overall. Murray
moved into third place
with a 1-2 mark, behind
Calloway at 2-1 and Marshall County at 3-0.
onawsoso
mIlloyesid
1100110,AY411r)
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Murray Middle
School's basketball
teams took it on the chin
Monday when both boys
and girls squads stumbled against visiting
Mayfield.
The Lady Tigers dropped their third game in
four outings. falling 33-26
to the Lady Cards.
Kelly Ridley was the
game's high-scorer with
16, but she was saddled
with fouls and sat out
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League honors
MSU's Oakley
Murray State's Diane Oakley was honored as the
Ohio Valley Conference Player of the Week for her
performances against Tennessee Tech and Western
Kentucky.
Despite playing in losing efforts both times,
Oakley popped in 35 points against Tech and 28
against WKU.
She grabbed 15 total rebounds as well.
Oakley, a senior from Providence, Ky.. leads the
OVC in scoring §pd ranks 40th nationally in the.
point catagory. •
•
The MSU senior is the first Lad/ Racer honored as Player of the Week this season although teammate-Melody Ottinger received Rookie of the Week
accolades last week.
MSU's next game is tonight at Evansville 16
p.m.

most of the game. Mitzi
Boggess led Murray with
nine rebounds.
Murray took an early 80 lead, but the Lady
Cards recovered, changed game plans at
halftime and took the
final advantage.
Mark West fired in 25
points, over half of his
team's production ma 4540 loss. The 3-2 Tigers
stayed in the game with
the taller Cardinals who

improved to 10-2 on the
year.
Coach Rick Fisher said
his team suffered crucial
mental mistakes in the
fourth quarter which
allowed the Cards to
make a 10-point turn and
eventually win the game
at the foul line.
Thursday both MMS
squads play host again
when South Marshall
visits. Girls start the
night with a 6 p.m. tipoff.

Calloway Middle teams thwartSouth Marshall
Calloway Middle and the Lakers survived
School basketball teams a 23-22 defensive struggle
won a pair of games from to with their fifth game in
host South Marshall Mon- six outings.
Christi Darnell helped
day night.
The Lady Laker kept the lady [Akers improve
their winning streak in- to 6-0 by putting 22 points
tact with a 50-9 cakewalk on the board and team-

mate Christi Anderson
contributed 14 points to
the win.
Coach Peter O'Rourke
said his team was experimenting defensively
and "couldn't do
anything wrong."

He was especially high
on the play of point guard
Lis Marquardt, the "Kyle
Macy of our team," he
called her. Marquardt
had seven steals and
three assists.
In the boys game Chris

Dodd and Jeff Orr snatched eight rebounds apiece
and Dodd led all scorers
with five.
Both the Lakers and
Lady Lakers travel to
Benton for their next
game on Monday.

LUNCH SPECIAL!!
Dine-In Only
Grilled Cheese
Choice of Soup or Chili

We ore Murray's only completely full service Texaco
dealer.
We offer a wide variety of services, such as complete
car servicing, tires, batteries, bolts, hoses, some air conditioning work, and anti-freeze.
Our special feature is our wash and wax.(By hand only).

ree Pickup and Denys
Call 753-2405
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Mayfield wins doubleheader
against Murray Middle cagers

Have you been by Carrico Texaco at 9th and
Sycamore since we have had our new face lift?

•

"'SAW

With Matlock's signing,
the Racers now have two
impressive inside men
who will be eligible next
season. Mike Lahmat 611 is the other towering
hopeful for MSU

Hello,
n=1
• IM;

1

Matlock attended Lindsey Wilson Junior College
for a year, but didn't play
basketball there. He is a
graduate of Warren Central High School in Bowling Green
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Also, according to MSU
sports information
department, another
Junior college transfer. 610 Bea Matlock, has
enrolled this semester at
MSU and will be eligible
at this time nest year.

Lady Tigers down Mayfield

Kentucky High School Basketball
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iriday's victory
Although a Division II
opponent, SIU-E leads over Tennessee Tech,
the brief series with Mur- MSU guard I.amont
Sleets recorded his
ray State, 1-0
The Cougars boast two 1,277th career print and
passed Stuart Johnson to
promising players from
overseas 6-9 Lars Graf rank ninth on the MSU
of Germany and 6-6 all-time scoring list
MSU as 12-1 with the
Anders Onarhiern of Northird longest winning
way, both play reserve
streak in the nation 121
roles.
behind Arkansas 13-01
Tonight's contest and Nevada-Las Vegas
marks a milestone for I 14-0
MSU's Glen Green who
An added attra( tion for
will be seeing action in tonight's game will be the
his 100th game as a debut of Racer transfer
Racer. Green is the Craig Jones The 6-4. 200team's leading scorer pounder, will be eligible
and ranks 11th on the to play tonight and Ron
WU all-time scoring list
Greene is expected to
lie's algo the school's play the junior college
No 14 ranked rebounder.transfer for the first time.

Bring this ad by and get
air in thatiras.
anti-freeze, battery,
and wiper blades checked.
FREE-FREE-FREE
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MPBC coaches plan new training:

OVC bestows Taylor, Ljungman 'Boxers,need mere aggressiveness'.
with highest conference awards
Two Murray State student-athletes are the recipients of the most prestigious indtvidual award mthe Ohio Valley Conference, the OVC ScholarAthlete Award.
Senior tennis player Mats Ljungman and senior
baseball pitcher Brad Taylor were among the six
OVC student-athletes, three men and three women.
selected for the award by the league's faculty
representatives, giving Murray State two of the six
winriers.
According to the established giudelines, selection
for the award is based upon athletic performance,
academic performance and evidence of leadership
Each nominee must earn a varsity letter in their
sport, maintain a minimum 3.2 grade point average
on a 4.0 scale and must have participated in activities where qualities of leadershili have been
demonstrated.
Mats Ljungman
Brad Taylor
Ljungman, a member of the All-OVC men's tennis teamn three straight years, twice won an in- named to the titan's last, having won the MSU
dividual conference singles championship and Physics Department scholarship for 1979-80 and the
won a doubles crown. He has compiled a 112- MSU Board of Regents Scholarship in 1979. Taylor
20 ca r record in singles, including a 41-4 mark in is a member of Sigma Pi Sigma honorary Physics
was named to the All-National In- fraternity and also the Fellowship of Christian
1982. Lj
ournament team last spring.
vitation Tenn
Athletes.
a 3.36 GPA with a major in
Ljungman ma
Taylor is also a former Murray High baseball
istry. He is a member standout.
Biology and a minor
'ty and has made the
of Alpha Tau Omega Ira
Other winners were Mark Bendet, a member of
MSU Dean's List four times.
the rifle team at Eastern Kentucky; Arleen Hale, a
Taylor has been the top • her on the women's volleyball standout at Middle Tennessee
Thoroughbred baseball team jar t
IWO _State; Mason --Hilt a women's-tennis - player at'
Seasolis. His career record is 144 kith 76 st
•uL%. Morehead State. and Martha Rust,a member of the
leading Murray State pitchers in wins for
Morehead State women's volleyball team
staight years. He has been a starter and letterman
Each of the award winners will be presented a
• for three years.
p
e at the Honors Luncheon of the OVC Spring
Taylors cumulative GPA stands at 3.37 with a Meetin scheduled for May 26 at Kings Island,
major in Engineering Physics. He has twice been Ohio.

College basketball roundup

COVINGTON. Tenn. —
For the first time in the
team's,young histors.. the
Marra)* Police Boxing
.Club failed to bring home
a trophy from a Fight
Night where trophys
were awarded
Saturday the Murrayans travelled to Covington where they battled
boxers from slot other
learns, including three
I rom Mississippi
Although none tef the Murray boxers recorded a
win. the MPH(' coaches
.
were optivustic
•Were going to try
some new training
methods to try and get
our guys more aggressive.- said coach
Rick I Altuncr • 'Several
times Saturday our boxers would have the other

guy staggered and not
follow Ahrotigh and pursue the fight It made
look like we weren't the
aggressor when actually
we might have betn winning the fight."
Seven MPH(' fighters
made the -trip. but only
five were matched with
opponents once they ar_rived. Shawn Simmons
and Eddie Patterson
were the two attending
but not fighting from
Murray
Henn Bogard was the
standout for the Murray.
club although he lost a
close decision to Red Pirtle of the Star Boxing
Academy in Jackson
Bogard o as awarded the
team's (Outstanding Boxer Award, votrd on h)
Iztimer and co-coach

David Rogers
Kogan' won- the first
round.
the second,
and in the third the. two
fighters went toe-to-toe
and Pirtle was the Onw tee
back down Before. the
winner was announced
the referee re.checkeel
the scorecards before
raising Pirtle's glove
'That's the first tune
I've seen a boxer win
backing up as much as he.
did,- the referee
said afterwiirds. explaining his scorecard check
-The other Murray
fights included Jay
Thomas losing a split
decision to Darrell
Hawkins of Clevelan,f.
Miss and Rod Jones was
slopped in thelturd round
of his fight with liob
Williamson of Covington

Correction

04000

Monday's scheduled
gams between host
Calloway County and
Millais County boys
teams was postponed on:HI February because
Carlisle will be parin a statewide.
toarnassiat
:Ws week.
pit the ads* is
a paper 'Wags
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ranked Syracuse rolled
past Boston College 102Ricky Stokes scored
five points during a 13-0
spurt That erased a- sixpoint, second-half deficit
and helped carry Virginia
over Georgia
Tech.Georgia Tech,
riding a 20-point flurry
from Mark Price, held a
40-34 lead with 1512 remaining before the heavily favored Cavaliers
made their move.
Othell Wilson sank_ two
free throws and Craig
Robinson scored off the
baseline before Stokes
converted a three-point
play on a driving layup
with 11:51 remaining to
give Virginia the lead for
good at 41-40.
Ralph Sampson, who
led the Cavaliers with 18
points, drilled in six free
throws after that, and
Rick Carlisle also added
six points as the
Cavaliers won handily.
"I think in the second
half we played great
defense," said Virginia
Coach Terry Holland. "I
don't know what the final
was, but they couldn't
have had much more
than 22 points in the
half."

Si iutniioni

Veal' .S11:I tell

won the lightweight talc
at the Coke-sn,,n,„1 ,•,1
tournament and he will
be defending ht. i. se it
this %ear
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Connors examines goals before Masters

NE.W.—Y0 K
to c
Jimmy Connors had a litwill nivet the the %amt. thorn, i,.r ;
tle. talk with himself. and
Kriek-lh•nton---a inner, did going-min '
it could spell trouble for
the! No 2
Last
eat
oniat,t
everyone else on the ten/"iieeit, will take oft the briefly reg-ainc,f-• the
nis court •
i;omet-Iligurras %inner ttorlirs No 1 lank
The 1982 Wimbledon
Thursday afternoon. fohou
to tors os et
and U.S. Open champion
fourth-seelleil Nft•Fiiroe I endl in the ftnals ot the
is the top 'seed in the,
will play the (lenS 1 )nett
Con:h.t
$400,000 Volyn Masters
stirt It •.r
fourth tale in 1111..1 i. A •
tournament, which ,gets
itilt eVVIIN11.1 atki 1 AqUil; Meru:Fel
eftt
underway tonight at
the defentlik ell:41111)1011
quest1,41
It • A toue,h
Madison Square Garden round-robin format has
IS Seeded third 1 this
siusc
Connors won't see action been discarded this year :‘ ear, will take. the court Connors sari
I
to
until Friday night as the in favor of a straight Thurs at .'v.'iutiig
g.oIl a I oiler e0.1,4-1 rlde
top four seeds Connors. knocOut[prima
against the I ;rrIllaltr•ante Mot r
V,o.up to tilt'
Guillermo Vitas of ArgrnOK Wednesday . Vitas Noah winner
lop .111.1 then slide 1).1, k
tina. -Ivan Lentil of G/rulaitis Will play N'anhad- a little talk with
.ind us ti make it
Actually it was only 20 up in the second half, ben- Czechoslovakia and John iiick Noah of France and fliN self over the cont.,. of
received Johan Krick takes on my time off during the back llp AV...111
as the Cavs took ad- ding down ahd making a McEnroe
post', and they first-rokin4.byi4 in. this .S.Le-ve I/rut-oni. in a last two months
vantage: of 'a 1,
6.06
Hie left
let plat ed
rematch of the Australian
scoreless drought by. the couldn't get around me." elite 12-man field .
said • iletV in'. ques- in I; Vol'. .1 ;rafid Pt s
tlytte--.Dreirttr—lind —Jose I.uts tlere of Open finals of the last /*if tion
Y1lowJack.ets. •
tournaments last ‘i•at
and
- Argentina -laid
"I think in-the first-tuttf---- Michael Young scored-W.
we were either a little flat' points each and Akeern- Mats Wilander kick
or a little uptight, but Abdui-Olajuwon had .13 the new format tonight,
let's give Georgia Tech points and 12 rebounds to followed by• Andres
credit for creating those lead Houston to a Gomez of Ecuador playrunaway victory over ing Jost Higueras of
problems," Holland said
Spain The eight-man
"We got tired late in the Texas Tech
game," said Coach Bobby Cremins of Tech.
"They- really wore • us
dqwri. Virginia is a great
CHECK OUT THE FEATURES.
They, pisyod their
CHECK OUT THE PRICE.
game and we didn't mainthin our composure when
it counted. This team is
learning."
Mel Turpin scored 17 of
AWNS
his 23 points in the second
half as Kentucky came
from behind to defeat
Florida. Turpin had four
points during an 11-0 scorTiathilia's new 1111-1511
dank top plain paper copier.
ing run that gave KenExclutOre VII'and ACE mean better
tucky a 61-56 lead with
periortnarwe and better cop.. qualitr- Add
5:02 remaining.
super reduet ions.edge to edge cups Mg and
"I really can't explain
dual paper crueerttre
how we did it, except,fosX
Just goirtgloMel
411 for a free dentonalralion
& Under
he did an esceptionklly
in our office toda
fine job for us," said Ken.
All Styles IsciesIsid
tucky Coach Joe B. Hall.
III East Poplar
Turpin: "I needed to
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post up more and get
meaner. We wanted this
game and we couldn't af247-5912
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ford another loss, I posted
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Auburn thinks'UK'while Vandy rolls
By The Associtated Press
The Auburn basketball
team- was. playiieg
Vanderbilt, but thinking
"Kentucky," according
to Coach Sonny Smith:- —
"We left our game in
Kentucky in the first
-half," Smith said, referring to Saturday's upset of
the Wildcats.
The poor first-half play
Monday night put. the
Tigers into a hole from
which they never
recovered and the new
Top pesniy team lost a
6442 decision to Vanderbilt as a result of it.
"It was a case of us getting too far down in the
first half and overextending ourselves to catch
up," said Smith, whose
20th-ranked Tigers trailed 43-28 at intermission.
The Auburn comeback
fell short, however, when
Vanderbilt's Ted Young
sank a 15-footer with 57
seconds left. Auburn actually led, at 58-55 with
about seven minutes remaining on a field goal by
Odell Mosteller.
The Cormilodores battled back to Ile the contest
at 60 on a basket by
James Williams and a
three-point play by Phil
Cox with 3:20 remaining.The teams traded
baskets before Young put
In his game-winning shot.
Cox led four Commodores in double figures
with 17 points. DarrellLockhart, Charles
Barkley and Mosteller
each had 16 points for
Auburn.
"I was scared to death
down the final few
minutes," said Vanderbilt Coach C.M. Newton,
"but I'm glad our players
weren't. Our guys didn't
panic down the stretch
and really executed our
delay game to perfection
in the last minute."
In other gamma involyhis the nation's ranked
teams, No. 7 Virginia
tripped Georgia Tech M.
is, No. 11 Kentucky stopped Florida 7443, No. 14
Houston walloped Texas
Tech 111-73 and 15th-
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Itun Steve:usury lust 44
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Desafler Jeans

Women's J5rs 3-15
Women's Misses 18
WOmen's Queen Waist . 9,7\42
Men's Jeans 27-40 N.--2
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ATerican Motors
/
And
Cain's AMC-Jeep-Renault
Has
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NEW LOW PRICES ON
0'AV
r0
OPPIP
le ALL COLOR COMPUTERS!
16K Standard BASIC
TRS-80 Color Computer

Cut
*100

299qp

We

0

Cat No
26-3004

Was $399.96 in Cat. RSC-8

C
r\
•
A.P.R. Financing Available
On All 1982 & 1983
AMC & Renault Cars
Also On Jeep CJ-5, CJ-7,
Scramblers, Pickups
& Cherokees
Offer Good Through March 31st

7536U8
Cain's
AMC-Jeep-Renault, Inc.

641 N

•Groat Games . Useful Programs—All on Our
Instant-Loading Program Pak' Cartridges
•EducatIonal—Helps With _Math and Reading
a Learn BASIC Programming in Color
•Easy to Expand•Attaches to Any TV

a

•

100 Off Extended BASIC Models
For High-Resolution Graphics
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•Create Graphics With
One-Line Commands*
a Ideal for Graphs
Charts, Engineering
Drawings, Animation
• Up to 256 a 192
Resolution

32K Extended BASIC Cut $100 —
Now Only 6549.95 (26-3003, was $649.95)
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Sheriff's deportment suffers from lock of funds

Muffay-Calloway hospital announces dismissals, births

Fanrn Center near the the office open." be said.
reformatory at La
The county also
Census at Murray- Tenn
Jan
was 164 adults was Janne Haley' and Mrs. Theo Tack. Rt. 1;
baby boy, Rt. 2
Wally Warnke, New CanGrange.
depends on the volunteer Calloway County
Dismissals were as and 12 in nursers
Cantini said he thinks- services of six laid off Hospital for Sunday. Jan follows
Newborn admissions Dismissals were as cord; Mrs. Deborah J
county officials are pur- deputies.
Adams. 1319 Hilltop,
9, was 144 adults and 12 in
Mrs Diane Charette were Diane Rodgers and follows.
Cantini contends the nursery
Rawly blocking the Mite
and baby girl, 2207 Quail baby boy, 317 North Mrs Regina L.'Collier, Mayfield:
et money so they will be county's Fiscal Court is
R. Stephen Comer, 417
Newborn admistions Creek Dr; Mrs Kimber- Eighth St
Mayfield; 209 W Ninth St., Banton;
Mrs.
able to pick. replace- delaying property tax were Jo Anne Owen and ly Dawn Hendnx and Laura Smith and baby Mrs. Lisa C. Gray and South -Ninth
mint for Browning.
bills to delete the office's baby boy. 801 Memorial baby girl, Rt. 5, Pans, boy. Rt. S. Mayfield: Bon- babygirl. Rt. b. Paris. Gail Galliniore, Rt. 8:
He said he was forced main source of revenue. Dr., Paris, Tenn.; Ave Tenn; Mrs Peggy A nie Can. and baby girl. Tenn.; Mrs. Jo Anne Donald Lee, Rt. 1. Bento lay off the lest of the "I think they're trying to Watkins and baby girt Caldwell. 103 Byrd Rd.. Rt 1, Cadu, Margaret Owen and baby_ boy, SDI ton; Mrs. Ivaleen Smith.
three -full-tline- deptdisa.- starve us mit, if you want Rt. 1.. Hazel; Barbara Paris, lean. Mrs Cora Andrews and baby girl, Mesnorial. Paris. TIMR.: Rt. 3, Paris, Tenn.: Mrs
last week when the office my opinion,- Cantini Hoigrewe and baby boy. Smith. Rt Benton,
Rt. 3. Paris, Tenn.; Mrs. Asia Watkins and Rosetta Todd, ISO 7
failed to meet its payroll said. "It's working too."
Billy J Robinson. Rt 1. Valerie Lee and baby baby girl. Rt. 1, Hazel; Wiswell; Teddy L.
1020 Locust St, Paris,
for the second conGlenn Elliott. Rt. 4, Mar- Cahoon, 300 South 13th
Puryear, Tenn
Mrs boy. Box 93. Dexter
secutive week. He and
St.; Mrs. Laura M
Cathy S Mahon-y, 705
Dismissals were as tin, Term.
bookkeeper Vickie BritBenjamin Moore, Rt. 1, Thomas. Rt. 1, Almo;
College Cts Mrs Tina follows
ton - the department's
Mrs. Margaret AnMrs Era Mai Conger, Hardin; George Holland,
A. Collins. Mt 2; Mrs
last two official
LaDonrui C. Slots. 909 Rt. S. Pans, Tenn.; Miss Rt. 7; Earl Wade drews and Why girl. Rt.
employees - haven't
Norsworthy. Rt. 7, 3. Paris.Tenn.; Mrs. BarThe official. who spoke Story; Steven T Lax, Yvette Foster, 402 North Mayfield; Harold Mc- bara Holtgrewe and baby
WASHINGTON I API
been paid in weeks. said
New
Cherry;
Mrs.
Karen-DunConcord:
Cantint.
The Defense Department with reporters Monday on
Mrs. Lois V Marsh. can and baby boy, 704 Creery. 804 Bagwell; boy. 1020 Locust. Paris,
"There's just enough 'hopes in fiscal 1965 to-- the condition he not be New Concord: Mrs. Vera Poplar St.; Mrs. Jennlf* Mrs. Kay Latimer. Rt. 5; Tens., Charlie Gulledge.
..named. said the departrevenue coming in from recover pay josses that.
D. lObbons. Rt. 3. Paris. Smith and baby boy. Rt. Donald Lanham, 915B Rt. 4, Paris, Term; Quinfee claims and delinquent military personnel will • ;tient wants to "catch up Term.: Edward 0. Chad- S. M field; Mrs. Linda Coldwater Rd.; Mrs. ton Baucum. Rt. 2, Pans."
taxes to pay some of our suffer under a pay freeze on 1964 pay in 19415.Virginia Clayton. .806 Tenn.: Mrs. Kum Kim,
The Reagan at wick. 106 South 12th St.; Stephlflaon and baby boy. Guthrie;
bills -- like telephone and proposed for 1964. a Pen208 Irvan; . Mrs. Mary
Rt.
4,
Mayfield;
Clifton
E.
Jones.
Rt.
4;
ministration's proposal
electricity - and keep tagon official says.
William
Salentine. Rt. 3;
Glen
Barnett,
Mist Kahn Potts, Rt. 1,
would freeze pay for 2.1 Mrs. Thelma Morrison.
Box 107. Hazel; Robert F.
Fred Taylor, 1922 Red
Mingo;
Mrs.
Shirley
Rt.
3
• million.men and women
Heath. Rt. 2, Hickory; Oaks Dr.. Parts. Tenn.:
Hughes.
Rt.
1.
Farmin uniform as well as
Census at Murray- ington; Mrs. Gwendolyn Mrs. Mamie Foster. 110 Jerry Chrisman, .814
about a million civilians
County Pritchett,-Dexter; Bobby Spruce St.; Jeffrey North 20th St; Jilt" Rice.
Calloway
working in the Defense
Hospital
for
Monday. Schroeder, J & J Apart- Mohler. Rt. 1. Ahno; Mrs. Ferri Terrace Lodge;
Department during the
Jan.
10,
was
165
adults ments; Mrs. Carla June Frances Boyd, 504 Joseph Conley, Rt. 5:
r
next fiscal year.
Wilson, 516 Brand, %%Melt; Alois Jones,SW Mrs.- Vera Sparks, 609
Aaiwer
to
Moaday's
Pink
•
• If approved by C. and 10 in nursery.
4
Mayfield;
Charles Sha Wa; Mrs. June Elks; Mrs. Mary Estelle
A
newborn
-admission
Asstr ors
gress, it would be the first
old
Turner, RI.!, Almo;.
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I DON'T THiNK I CAN
‘»EiZE I Mi AE.SiN
Ito June 2th
IN THE MEANTIME I'm
5UCKIN6 THE JUICE
EXi5T
Avoid distractions and
STARING
RICINE, ON TwE BACK OF
TO PEATN
you'll come out ahead careerFROM A WET MITTEN...
3/10THEE
BICYCLE
wise. Soeial opportunities are
plentiful. Enjoy happy relations with loved ones.
gh(
c
)
.
CANCER
(June21 toJuly22)
One proposal seems shady,
•
overall your chances for
but
'at
By Abigail Van Buren
business success are good.
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Hold tad to your convictions.
Do what is right.
IRMA,DO YOU
H 1, C,IRLS-4-40W
YES
LEO
REALLY T-1-41NK
yAl DOIN'?
tjuly 23 to Aug 721
BOYS ARE MADE OF
Don't abuse credit or take
DEAR ABBY
couldn't believe the advice you gave chances with capital. Work is
(DNAKES;SNAILS
"Not His Mother." who objected to being called "Mamma"
-144-•
AND PUPPY DOG
by her husband You said. -It's a loving title. Cherish it." fulfilling, and romance and
bon highlight the evenTAILS?
4;
1 .4
Abby, this is 198:1! I am the mother of two little boys.
ing.
ages 'land and all I hear all day long is "Mummy this"
and "Mommy that" The last thing I want to hear is my VIRGO
29-year-old husband calling nw -Mammy:* I'm too young tAug. 23 to Sept. 224 rrP tii
Don't jump to conclusions.
to haw a 29-year-old son.
;
grein
hon
insee
Play a wait-andWhatever happened to "Darling." "Sweetheart," s romance
imand-w4tatever
-14--even sertte-for
...A .
vs.
-AAP.
provement projects. Domestic
"Toota- or "Bebe
LIBRA
is highlighted.
(*ALI- ME SANDRA life
(I'M AFRAID COOKIE 1-4A6
- ON
500,4 SORT OF SAP NEWS
DEAR SANDRA: My mail haw been running 100to-I against "Mamma" The consensus: The only
A loved one has good news.
e4), art/
LI
name that's worse ia "my old lady."
401
0
basis in fact. Work progress is 41
0
1
DEAR ABBY I was appalled that you saw nothing e
ttle
xpec
hal7:
ntuni:
- 22w)
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:
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d
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wrong with la man calling his wife "Mamma" Women in
•fag'
our Society are continually identified as somebody's wife SCORPIO
--or 'somebody's
rather tfian as people in their own (Oct Uto Nor 21) MAIIP
right
Local visits have roam*
When a man refers to his wife as "Mamma" instead of nearbam_ but watch
Jane of Margaret. etc,, he et saying. -She is not a person.
gain
'arias Et
she is only the mother of my children'
recognition on
rowels,
and
You should have told that husband to shape up,shut up the job.
SIP
4116.44
or ship out!
L'OLUMBUS.OHIO SAGrITARIUS
(Nov.ato Dec. 211 31(lie#P
Off,I WAS T+4114KING GOOD SUGGESTION .,
CA3W000,I'M CUTTING'
I'M GOING .TO ASK
Some minor problems may
•
DEAR
ABBY:
-Not
His
Mother"
Wrote:
"My
husband
IT
mv
Af3Our
OGriCE EXPENSES...
TIoE DOSS =0I:2 A
crop'mat honw, but you may
calk me likernawi'and- I himek.'" --"
CUT
SALARY)
WI-ERE 00 VOu
,RAISE IN
Your advice. Abby, was:"Chang* your attitude; Mamma receive an invitation to go out
tiAa-4417",
THINK I 5+40uU3
te a loving title - one that yea should cheviots Accept it somewhere special. Dress
START 7
ass compliment."
your best.
Abby. my dictionary soya that mamma mean."mother" CAIPRICORN
It also says it is a term used by •child.
(Dec.22to Jan. 19) /dial
t• 0
It may be too late for "Not His Mother." but I rim a
You'll have to sort fact trom
)
/11 ,
newlywed, and if my husband ever calls me -Mamma." I fiction, but beneficial
.4114
might just rend him back to hos'
domestic developments are
BARBARA IN WALLA WALLA. WASII likely. In business, you nvet
with power-play tactics_
' I'S Y*si.Abby, there is • Walla Walla - s right
AQUARIUS
between Yraitsburg and Wallah'.
(Jan. 30to Feb. 18) 4661‘ililk
It's a poor time to seek adCONFIDENTIAL TO UNEMPLOYED IN DE,#Cti RETURNED
Ip•MAT
F'00F„.SO 00
I AtitAil
SRAM MIN.
AIPOUT
KNONINS YOU FACED
ALL MON. TWO
TROIT: Yes. I think you WWII foolish to have tensed vice, especially about finanNOt... ARE Tl•IE e
mime
IMAM -TWIN 1014
ULRICH? MAIN GUMPTION
KNOWN THISO Nara
A 764ST...
down the job because you were utraisied for some- cial matters. Your popularity,
OR LOVE'S IS WHO"'00
1‘014L17 OD TWO ,t4IN
slag better.though, is on the upevring. In_10U.
LOVE c!
FOR MG.,:
**He that bath a trade heti. an estatei and he that vitations come.
ha* a railing bath • plat* of profit sail honor. A PISCES
pariwasian on his legs is bleier than a ireatimaan on - 11reb.194Mar
7
bis Rages.-(Benjamin Franklin)
•
Overcome shyness and get
•
ete
in the swing of things To•••
.ANP
day opportunity comes your
50 101J
to.
way, modally regarding
NAV....
You're never too old (or too young) to learn how career interests.
ANP
to mike friends and be popular. For Abby's booklet
be4
Miff
us Popularity. send $1. plus a long. eelf-addreesed.
YOU BORN TODAY are
alasped(37 cents)envelope to Abby. Popollarity. P.O. versatile and hove leadership
er11
Sr4a
Box 3101123. Hollywood. Calif. MOSS.
abilities.

HARLAN. Ky AP # There's barely enough
mance to pay the bills.
but Chief Deputy Tony
Cantini is Struggling to
hold • together what's left
of the Arlan County
sheriff's department.
Cantini and a bookkeeper are the (WY fullnine members remaining
from• a staff - that
numbered 50 employees
four months ago
The -office began to
crumble before the-prosecution last fall ,of
Sheriff Paul 1.. Browning.
who was convicted of con'piracy to commit
murder
Browning. who can
under state law remain in
office Until he has exhausted an appeal. Is serving a 10-vear prison
,term at the Correction
Department's Roederer

Defense Department hopes
to recover 1984 pay losses
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FOP SALE

NOTICE
ler yew eseeelsete. An
hew hen efe See beef
16••••••
ell le el
hes 6:Je NO is a 011
es landee. Teedes.
Ibineye d Nees
P111110041S.
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sees. nee
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teinless Steel.
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Pizzas
1 / 2 PACS

$275.00
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Versales
Western Steve

Boo licenses . are now
available in the Cr
cuit'Dittrict Clerks Of
Costs to renew wilt
be as follows
all in
boards $21.
SIO.
14251I" $11, 16' 3941"
$20. 40' over $21. trans
ter $1 SO All transfers
must be on • Current
registration
All trans
fers must be signed by
owner and witnessed by
either Our Office Staff Or
partly not involved an
transfer
Registrations
expire April 31 1953

Pies.
1-61

JONES
TAX spVICE
Call 4924442
after S
fee app•latomat.

Artist s models e•
peritnce and artistic
sensitivity preferred
Work will be assigned
according to need for
MOdeiS for Spring
Semester 1983 Contact
Dept of Art, Murray
I State University 762
3714 EOE'hilF

FOR SALE

A

45 Cal Artentatic
Remington Slides.
Interims %firm Receiver.

SAVE With
Discount Service

.;/

$350.00

NOTICE

Vernon's
Western Store

We Are Now
(quipped For
Macpherson Sinn
Alignm;ti
Call 753-0500

OITP/Pc Plus
Hrs. 9-1 Daily
I :$ Sad*

S. Lost and Found

Need Front-End
Alignment On Yovr
Foreign Car??
Call 753-0500

imam Ties 1. Service
20$ filido St.

TEXAS REFINERY
CORP offers plenty of
money PIUS Cash
bonuses fringe benefits
to mature Person in
Murray area -Regard
less of experience write
G Sears Pre 'Sok
711, Ft
Worth, Ti
76101
Wanted someone to
removed snOw from
drive
Call Murray
Manor Apts between
9am lp rn 7536660

Nave S =islet's? Cu
7S1-4444 for am bispiratimosi massage tio
bright., yew day.
Chikkoin's tops 1St.
444$.

SAVE -SAVE
SNOW nil Sole
Now And Retread

Coupons • Look In
Ti,. Yellow Pogo:

Mass
Day

1. Help Wanted

6 month Alaskian Mal
amute lost in the vinic
ity
Kingswood area
and Ford Rd no collet,
-silver and gray, an
swers to the name
Kiska, reward 753,0757
number, or
24 hr
759 1533 Child's pet
Lost a dark blue Mer
cedes hub cap Reward
759 4433

We are now taking Avon
applications for the
complete Ky
Lake
arep
southsjde of
Murray and the north%
ide of Murray
Call
/53 0232 or 753 0171
anytime

p.Apts.For Rot

D.Musical

47. Motorcycles

43. Real Estate
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'overeat, & and a.r
St-Oallt. re
teal Istate
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dishw•Sher
a NI 1500501 furnisher
Saadi
side (wort Sq.
Realistic stereo caSS
Norm, Kaatoclis
ette lane dec k. tape *ai,e, or ye,--44094-4,40S725 Alter 4 00 PM cad
selector
Dolby
LED
753 4451
753 95 74o. 75) 4511
meters. SISO new will
*0 bedroom garage
lake $75
756 1312 or
act.. refrigerator and 44. Lots for Sale
7537667
stove turn %req. water.
,
SPINET CONSOLE
Prow cy..o 6 rn les FAS,
PIANO FOR SALE
vacant commercial lot
753 5713
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tor sale on soufn side of
Iwo
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MetliSt.treS
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1
•
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Was former
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P 0
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A..0 10
IL
3200 month pi_us oe
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Syr OreO by I.re Phone
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seiner Soloist Wood
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. on Pr. e •r• u,e1
0
$400 will take $300 or m les from town
5160 per' 525 OW
Des' offer Will deliver pr. vifte Rd
merrifh 751444$
to Murray SO2 948 2618
T wo bedroom. oupie •
45 F
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I
rt.% aP
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Pro.
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Sam )p rn
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We have an KCU Cminfinoter's amities *pm.
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core, momaging a staff of 14 RN's aad LPN's, and
bo ominipor of Moo Norsisog Moisagmomit Ti...
Minimise Ovoidificatiem:
2 yaws arming experisaca in ICCU
ISM preferred
Maisegimmont Isperissoc• preferred
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titiololimberg Commosity Niospital
Groimovill•, lierstocky 4234$
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stately brick home
holds tressasdess
possibilities as a
fraternity house,
rental apartments,
etc. Asking price is
$43.900 Phone Kopperud Realty today
for additional Of
lion. 7$3-1322.

A./Motorcycles
1971 Yamaha DI 123.
Endue) MONrCyC10 or
on Or off road ridihg:
.00d Condition. Call
/53 ?WSW 50

1971 Honda, COX. 6
cylinder. 103 HP,- 10,500
miIe
enceiMat condi

tien. SUN. Call 753-7130
attar 12 noon.
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CLEANING
SERVICE

We

do

any type

of cleaning.
474-8838
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oplootogrilp I. s
copied into block
.
white or light oils
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DAIRY CATTLE • REAL ESTATE • FARM MACHINERY
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THURSDAY JANUARY 20 1983
10 00 AM
REGAROLESS OF WEATHER
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PADUCAH, KENTUCKY
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Forgetfulfather is charged

Police on lookout
for counterfeit cops
EL PASO, Texas tAPi
Police are trying to
catch some counterfeit
cops, possibly former
patrolmen, who have conned at least five motorists
Into paying traffic fines
on the spot.
Authorities also say
that publicity about the
Incidents, which began
;about three weeks ago,
has prompted many calls
from residents reporting
that legitimate El Paso
officers look suspicious
and should be checked
out.
One patrolman said he
has pulled -up several
tunes alongside motorists
who have asked him if
I'm real or not."
In one of two incidents
over the weekend, an
alert driver noticed that
the uniformed policeman
who pulled him over
wasn't wearing!badge.
The driver demanded
identification, and the imitation officer jumped
back onto- Ms rillitorrycle
and sped off. Sgt Robert
Wiles said Monday
But the second incident
netted a "patrolman"
driving a sedan a quickie
$7 -line" when he stop-

ABC board
seeking
dismissal
of suit

pod Aline Garcia Peru
for an alleged speeding
violation
The woman, on a milkbuying errand Saturday,
was charged $10, but told
the man she only had $7.
He took the cash and sped
away, said IA. Eddie
Agun.
"That's at least five
times motorists here
have been ripped off,"
-Agin said. "These guys
are dressing up just like
we do."
In another case involving a suspicious citizen.
two officers were trying
to reason with a man
urinating in a public park
next to-a police substation
when another man — apparently intoxicated —
wandered over and
demanded to see their
identification.
The officers produced
It, but the man wasn't
'CIIAMBER DONATION — The Murray Lions Club made a donation of $400 to
satisfied'and continued to
the Calloway County High School Chambers to help toward their-trip to Vienna,
accuse them of being
Austria, in July. Lavaughn Wells, director of the Chamber Singers, accepts the
phonies When he refused
check from Lion Arvin Crofton, president of the Murray Lions Club.
to.teaye, the officers arFested him for disorderly
conduct,a misdemeanor.
-My God, you can't
trust anybody anymore,"
Census at Murray- Tenn . William M. Pamplin, CRBox 34K,
Wiles said.
Calloway County Hastipg, Box 3575, Henry, New Concord; Eulala B.
Police, who suspect the Hospital for Friday. Jan Tenn Bernard D Bell, Elkins, Fern Terrace
victims are being duped 14. was 133 adults and 802 Meadow Lane. Miss Lodge: Mrs Minnie
Deanna L. Futrell. 412 Jones expired). 323
by fanner patrolmen,say three in nursery.
Woodlawn
they fear the rash of rip.
A newborn admission North Sixth St .
offs could continue until • w a 3 Melinda Jean
Box
Bobby I, Puckett.
one. of the impostors is Holtzclaw and baby girl,
64, Hardin; J.C. by, RI.
tracked down. ,Rt 3.
Mrs. Annie
Dismissals were as 1. Mayfield;
Officers believe thatGrooms, -111. 1.
I.
once one of the follows
Scott R
Mrs. Bonnie Jane -Carr Mayfield;
counterfeits is • arrested,
Clayshire:
1515
Wallace.
the others will be scared and baby girl, Rt. 3,
1000
Morton,
Joe
S.
Cadiz: Mrs. Diane
off.
Carrie
St.":
Miss
Walnut
Police 'Chief Bill' Rodgers and baby boy.
Darnall. 1008 Oak
Rodriguez said -Monday 317 North Eighth St.. M.
Grove
Circle, Benton;
that authorities set up Mayfield, Mrs. Laura S
Garland W. - Hunter; 832
decoys during the .Smith and baby boy. Rt.
Third St .
weekend hoping to trap S. Maxfield; Mts. Terri I. South
Mayfield,
the impostors. - but Elliott and baps .b%,_21.2. e
'weren't successful. He South 1 1th St• Vernon Andersoo, 2086
refused to discuss how
Mrs Nancy L. Bogard, College Farm Rd.; Acte
the decoys were being us7: Mrs Pamela K. C. Smith, 319 North Fifth
ed.
'Saddoris, Rt. 2; -Mrs. St.: Vernon C. Moody, Ht.
Police say at least Frances B Wilkerson, 8; Miss Bonnie Mae
three different men, two Itt 7;,
Carleen F' James, Box 644,
using motorcycles and It
Puryear, Mayfield; Avery • Aanother a white sedan
with flashing yellow and
red grille lights, are
believed—to_hsve tricked
motorists into paying
fines.
All the victims spoke
Spanish and some complained the phony officers' Spanish was bad,
investigators said

Murray hospital census listed

FRANKFORT, Ky.
A1
The state
Alcoholic Beverage (iontrol board is seeking
_ilisnussal of a.lawsuit filed against it by unsuecessful liquor-license applicants in Floyd County
ABC counsel Catherine
Stedi said that Franklin
Circuit Judge Henry
Meigs will conduct a
hearing on the board's
motion Wednesday.
- The suit challenging
the ABC's_ award
. of 21
licenses-• was :filed last
month after the AB('
refused to conduct a hearing on the method it used
to pick license recipients
The AB(' has maintained there is no appeal process in situations _where
applications are turned
away not because of re- Prices furnished by First
jection, but because there of Michigan,,Woodman
are no more licenses Bldg.
available
lnd.otria. i!•1111__
4•
The board also said the
ado Is
*•
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DELAND. Fla.(AP) —
As temperatures in this
centre; Fiends town dipped to 30 degrees. a rnan
locked his lightly dressed
young daughters in his
car while he spent time in
a hotel bar, police say
The children, ages 2
and 3. were "fine" but
"tired," their mother
said
The father. Michael
Gene Williams, 26. of
nearby Tavares. was arrested on a child abuse
charge early Monday as
he drove off, apparently
unaware that police had
taken the girls from his
car, officials said
The children were
taken to West Volusia
Memorial Hospital for

observation, released into the custody of the state
Department of Health
and Rehabilitative Services, then returned to
their mother, Glenda
Williams of Tavares, according to police
but
"They're fine
they're very tired." their
Mother said Monday.
Police were sent to the
Putnam Hotel about 1
a m Monday after a
caller reported seeing the
children locked in the car
at the hotel parking lot.
Officers checked the
bar but could not find the
car's owner, so they forced open one of the car
doors to release the girls
who had been in the vehicle for an hour before

police arrived. Officer
James 1.ocklear said
The Williamses are
divorced, police said
When the bar closed at
2 am, Williams drove
away but was stopped a
mile(rain the hotel
'When he was stopped,
he wasn't aware that his
children weren't' in the
car," Police Capt. Gene
Johnson said.
In addition to child
abuse, Williams was
charged with drunken
driving, driving with a
revoked license, possession of marijuana and
possession of stolen property, police said He was
being held in lieu of $2,500
bail
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